VII. JEN, GOODNESS
l.

The Ethical Agents of Jen

Jen

þ

is the most central and important ethical concept in the Confucian Analects.

It

appears 109 times in 52 different passages.o?t
The chæacteristics of the term may be divided into several categories or sub categories:
the ethical agent of Jen, identification, inclusion, exclusion, latitude, the anitude towards
Jen, Jen as an instrument, the implications of Jen, obtaining Jen, Jen in practice. These

different characteristics a¡e studied below.
the Good one, or a man of Goodness.
The most common agent of Jen ir 4:
This refers to anyone who is Jen.o28 This definition of an agent does not provide us
with much information as it is a tautology. A more useful definition is the specified,
quite common agent of Jen, Chün øu
a gentleman. logicatly, a gentleman is
not self evidently Good, and Goodness is not a necessary condition for a gentleman.
is never Good.o2e
However, the small man rJ.
Shih,
a knight, also appears as an agent of Jen. In this context Jen has been
described as a heavy burden upon the knight It is heavy, because he wants to do his
best to be Jen.o3o For Shih, Jen is of the utmost importance, "he would rather die so
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that the principle of Jen may be brought to perfection."o3t Tt¡ese two passages show

ot'A coNcoRDANcE To TI{E ANALECTS, pp. lE3, lE4. Grim'n

has catculated Jen in tbe
following way: "Wir findeo in deo ersten Kapiteln, also der einen Hålfte des Textes, die vermutlich die
ält€re ist, iasgesaml 28 Aussagen UberJEN. Davon sind l0 positiv,5 negativ, 13 irdireld uûsch,eib€sd.
Gegenüber diesem etwas ùber einem Drittel liege.oden A¡teil von positivea Aus.sagen finden wir unter
den insgesamt 30 Aussagea der Kapiæl I l-20 geaau die Hålfte ds positive Aussageo, ibr Anteil h¡s
also angcnomrnea. Entspr€chend siskt d€r A.ntcil vor neatstiven plus indire&t unsch¡eibeoden Aussage.n
vø 64ñ io der ersten FIãlfte euf 5O% in der aveiten.' CRIMM 197 6, p. 13,14.

'o AN. 4:6, 6:21,24,29,9:2E, t4,5,p. lo3, l2o, l80. LEccE l9ti9, pp. 167, t92-194,225,276.
o:t

AN l4:7, p. l8l. LEGGE I l9ó9, p. 277. Accarding to TTmg Jen has a class char¡cteristic he¡e.
TUNG Shu-yeh 1962,p. 18, 19. Chün tan are those who exploit the people and the 'small rnen' are
the exploited ones. CHÜ Tsgi 1962, p. t35. See also FUNG Yu-Ian 1962, p. E7, STAIGER 1969, p.
59. Chiu refutes this claiming that: 'The basic difference Þtwoen Chün Tzu and Hsiao Jeo in the
sayings of Conñ¡cius is not class nø rank in society, but moral qualities and the lever of nobility.'
CHIU 19E4, p. 259. IGamers says about AN. l4:7, "Erkt¿irt ma¡ de,o Gegensatz rein soziologisch, so
ft¿¡¡ mn mit Yang interp'retiere,n: unter de,n Skl¡veoherren tnag es solche geb€û, die nich jan siod (Und
.bmit m€int Konñrzius u. e. wohl Herm Chi-sun, de¡'die Pr,odr¡ktionsweise ånd€rle), abcr unter dem

geba,M lat Me,nschlicbkeit, besitzt. Eine solche
Erkftinmg jedoch ist n¡cb wie vor uawehscbei¡lich, weil so viele ¡nde,¡e St€llen den 'geæinen Mana'
im ooralischen Sid¡e i¡terpretiren.' KRAMERS 1979, p. ó5. Sæ also SMTTII 1968, p. 42. Fo¡
tn¡nsletioos of the 'small m¡n' WANG, Shwling 1974, p. 335.

ausgebeirtetea, wertÉtigea Volke känne es keine¡

AN. E:7, p. 134. Waley tresl¡t€s shih as 'The true knigùt of the rtay." WALEY l%4, p. 134.
a mm of jen principle will never s¡ve
his own liÈ st the erpeoæ of injuring the principle of jeo, but he may sacifice his lile ûo bring the
priociple ofjeo to perfectioa.' In the Tuoårung Mmuscript, Ë ;þ Ë Å CUo Sih þ jen' were
*¡itæa es '+ Ë Ët À s¡¡l chih yu.i:n'. Therefore, r æcond trmslatim of this chryter is 'A shih
whoee will is eet rpoo the principle ofjen will oør'er cliag to his life ar the expenee of tbe priaciplc of

'-

ttt AN. l5:E, p. 195. 'Tbc Mester s¡id, A dete¡nined shih or
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that Jen is a constant struggle for the knight. This is because Jen is the human ideal for
the knight.an

ffi

, the common people, also appear as an agent of Jen: "When gentlemen
deal generously with their own kin, the common people are incited to Goodness."arl
This shows that Jen is not limited to the upper class only. "As the general virtue, Jen is
no longer a special moral characteristic of rulers but a quality applicable to all human
beings. This is another important contribution Confucius made to the evolution of the
concept Jen." This is a revolutionary step in the history of Chinese ethics.a3o
rWaley claims that in the earliest Chinese Jen
{ means freemen, men of the tribe,
as opposed to min ffi, 'subjects', 'the common people. Jen { written with a slight
modification þ means 'good' in the most general sense of the tvor( that is to say,
'possessing the qualities of one's tribe'. When the old distinction between jen and min,
freemen and subjects, was forgotten, and jen became a general word for 'human
Min,

being', the adjective jen came to be understood in the sense 'human' as opposed to
'animal', and to be applied to conduct worthy of a man, as disrict from the behavior of
mere beasts. Of this last sense there is not a mce in the Analects. Confucius's use

of

the term, a use peculiar to this one book, stands in close ¡elation to the primitive
meaning.o'5

According to Chao "men"

À

and "people"

ft,

refer to t\ /o different distinct

classes, the first is the governing class and the second the common people. From this
Chao draws the conclusion, that the humanity 1f,. ¡ wtrictr Confucius interprets as "to
love all men", refers only to the ruling class.o36
jen. But, if circumsl¿nces denrand, he should rather die so that the principle ofjen may be brought to
pertection.'" WANG Shu-ling 1974, p.335. Sce also CH'IEN Mu 1976, p.216 alll.l 1978, p. 82,
CHU Hsi 1952, p. 107. NEEDHAM 195ó, p. I l. SMITII 1968, p. 42. CUlr 1972, p. t3O.
ot:

FINGARETTE 1972, p.39. KRAMERS 1979, p.68.

tt' AN. 8:2, p. 132. See atso
nt

CH'ENG Shu-te l9ó5, pqr.446, u7.
CHAN \üing-tsit l9ó4, p. 29E,299,3t9. Graf refers to the opinions of Ch¿¡ in stating that the

Chinese and wqstern sinologists confirm that "JEN kein einziges Mal als die S¡æáaltugend des Fürsten
erscheint. Sie ist ihm ausgesprocbencrweise die Tugend des Menscheq ¡ls Mensch.' GR.AF 1970, p.
66. Tong emphasizes that Jen is ¡ mo¡al ideal to tre sbiver¡ for all men. TONG 1969,p.528.
o'r
o'u

WALEY t964, pp. 27, 28.
sTAtcER 1969, pp. ó0, 80, cHAo Chi-pin 1962, pp.7-28. Chao Chi-pin ñnds the following

t*o differeot
two reâsons in the text of the Analects for distinguishing jen Å ûom min ft,
".
firstly the attitude of the rulers towar¡ls the jen { , me¡, is love fr ; however, socondly
towards the rrn, the ¡reople, the right attitude consists in employing ff tem.
Nowhe¡e in the Analects is love confeno¡l upon the people R, it only exists among men 7\ ,
who Ch¡o proves to be the ruling class, whe¡eas the people ffi are eryloyed by the upper class to
work in the ñelds. A frrther differeooe is in the fect th¡t in the Analects the object of Chiao iffi is
always people, -i", R , ¡nd never meo I jen. On the other h¡nd, the objoct of hui, ffi t .¡en
never min ffi . fn addition, 'knowing' was something thåt only nen { did. Referring to
Ä
classes:

-.t

AN. 2:20, 7:24, 13:4,9, 29, 15:38 Cbao points out, that chi¡o in the Analects does not mean educate,
but r¡ther military taining or drill, whcreas the pictograph hui f,Ëf me"'. oducetion.
.15
The purpose of the vira¡es of the people ft, TE is ûo make them obedient end respectful towtrds
jen
in Co¡ñ¡cius as s melns of reconciling the
the ruling cless, whereas Chao interprets
cmtradictims wirtin the class of the jen | , nen, ø the nrling class. CHAO Chi-pi¡ 1962, p- 7'
8, I l-14, 17-28. Soe the suomary of oa Cb¡o's wøk in STAIGER 1967, p. 22,2?. On Chrc's
method see elso STAIGER 1969, pp. 60, 80, 10+106. Fq ¡n expocition of the recea¡ch into the
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ofJen. In Yin there were
three Good men who tried to advise the tyrant but were made to suffer because of it.
This is close to the idea of martyrdom.o3T However, this ideal \ryas not required by

A specific, named person appears very seldom

as an agent

Confucius in all circumstances. An active p,rime minister could be regarded as Jen even
though he did not give his life to save the prince.o3t This shows that Confucius was not
stictly normative, but applied his ethical pninciples according to the requirements of the
ci¡cumstances. This indicates a movement towards situation ethics.
The legendary brothers Po I and Shu Ch'i were also regarded as Jen. "The Master
said, They were good
7\ who lived in the days of old. ... They sought

."n S

Goodness and got Goodness."
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Waley elucidates the situation of these brothers: When the Yin-ruler "rvas attacked
by the Chou tribe, the brothers refused to take up Íìnns against their sovereign, despite
his great wickedness. Their lack of yfnn ('rancour') was a classical theme."44 This
loyalty from on the one hand and their lack ofrancor after thei¡ act ofcession on the
other, earned them the title of Jen. By emphasizing their loyalty to the wicked Yin-n¡ler,
Confucius deviates from a strictly understood Chou-ideology.ont However, their lack
of rancor in this situation and their loyalty to the new ruler fits in very well with Chou
thought. This clearly reveals the ideal of how one should behave when the dynasty is
changing and of how one should adapt oneself ûo the changing historical sih¡ation.
and Ch'iu
Confucius was asked whether his disciples Tzulu
, Ch'ih
)fi. who was qualified to be a wa¡den in a city of a thousand families are virtuous 'fa.
Confucius did not know. A similar kind of reply was given concerning the minister
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Tzu-wen, who lived in the middle of the seventh century B.C. Nor did Confucius
know whether his disciple Yung was virtuous, although Jen does not presuPPose
readiness of tongue E -*' Thus we s€e that a living peßon could hardly ever be
identified as an agent of Goodness with any certainty according to Confucius.
Concerning the people of his own time, Confucius accepted only his disciple Hui as
Jen: "The Master said, Hui is capable of occupying his whole mind for three months on
end with no thought but that of Goodr¡ess. The others can do so some for a day, some
even for a month; but that is all."(3
history of pbilosopùy in Chi¡a, see OMMERBORN 1987, pp.56-153.
Liu stresses the cl¡ss characteristic ofJen. lfU Hsi-ch'en l9EE, p. 96. See also LIU, r*¡eihua l9Eó,
pp. 82-89.
o3t
AN. l8:1, p.219. "Although Coofucius ¡everes the Zhou, he does not discuss the tsmsfer of nrle
except to say that the wronged minis¡¡¡s \{ei Zi, Ji ã a¡d Bi Gan were the 'tùroe hum¡¡e oen' of

Yin." ALLAN 1981, p. 130. Sæ also TYNG 1934,p.67.
AN. 14:l?, 18, pp. 184, 185. See dso CHAN l9ó4, p. 3ll.
AN. 7:ld w. r2s,12ó. AN. 5:T2,p. rr3.
* WAIEY 1964, pp. ll3, l?ft. The l¡ck of r¡ncot¡r "was shorrn by their ¿ttiü¡de ¡ñer eech iD û¡m hâd
resigned his rights of¡ccession ø the nrlership of the s¡¡all stete to which they belonged. Having
propoood this act of 'cÊ€siø' (img), they carriod it out loyally Ed rmcoryl¡i¡ingly." IVALEY 1964,
p. l13.
'' NIKKtr^À 19E3, pp. E,|-EE.
*t AN. 5:7, IE,4, pg. lo8, lll, 107. LEGGE I l9ó9, p. 174, 175.
*t AN. 6:5, p. 116. "Thee mootbs'me¡ns "¡ long time'. CHU Hsi 1952, p. 35. TSENG Ch¡oh$
t942, p. 190. Wdey seys: "Therc is nothing to indic¡te rryhetùer this uns s¡id before ø ¡ffer Yeo Huib
oo

''
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Confucius \¡/as very chary of attributing the quality of Jen to himself, and in fact
neve¡ did so.t* However, Confucius says: "If wef{ really wanted Goodness, we
should fînd that it was at our very side."oo5 We may infer from this that it is one's
motive for trying to become Jen that is important, but Confucius did not regard himself
as Jen. This could be because he regarded Jen as such a high ideal that it was unat¡ainable
or perhaps because he just did not want to promote himself. Howevet, Hui, whom, as
we have seen, he regarded as Jen, was his disciple. The honor of the Master consisted
in the fact that he could lead his disciple to a higher standard than himself. This is
Confucian Jen in the Master - disciple relationship.
On the basis of his not attibuting Jør exoept to Hui, Confucius can be identified as a
r€prcsentative of ideal ethics in connection with the concept of Jen, rather than a

pragmatist &Howev€r, this does not indicate exæme idealism, since Hui was capable
of being Jen, for some time at leasl

2. Identification of Jen with Other Concepts
In the concept of Jen itself, the attitude towards parents is important. One should repay
one's the parents for taking care of one as a child by having a three years mouming
prematuredeath." WALEY 1964, p. l16.
Dawson says: "Confucius is depicted as exhemely reluctånt to ascribe this quality to any given
individual. tndeed he expresses doubt that anyone is capable of concentrating his whole effort on
hum¡nness for a single day (A 45). This reluctance to admit that anyone attains to ¡?z is due to the
fact th¿t it is the quality of ideal humen nature. On the other hand , since jen ls ¿¡¡ ¿sse¡ri¡l ingrodient
of the human being, not somethiog which depends on anything outside himself, it should in theory be
easily treineble, if men we¡e true to tbeir ûåtures. 'ls humaneoess really so far away", he asks. 'If we
really wished for it, it would come' (A 7.29). In fact the passage expressing doubt whetber anyone was
capable of concenüering on humeneness
¡ single day is directly conkadicted by another passage
gl¡imint that the Mester's fevorite disciple Yen Hui was capable of having ¡orhing cotrtrery to
huoaneness on his mind for tbree mouths at a streûch (A 6.5). Although these discrepancies may be
due to the composite tråû¡re of the wort, it is coosistent with Conñrcius's apparent attihrdes to suppose
that in the case of jør there was a differeoce i¡ the Masler's mind betweeo the ideal m¡nifest¿tiou of the
virt¡¡e es arteined only in the Goldco Age of antiquity and the striving towerds it which cor¡ld be
attributed to some of his contemporaries even i¡ the decadent time.s in wLich he lived." DAWSON
l9El, pp. 39, 40. Se¿ elso CHEN, Li-tu 1986, p. 106, U/ANG, Shu-ling 1974, p.334. Fuog
explains Jen in this context rather ¡s a meotal condition of Hui rh¡n an ethical coûc€pt. FUNG Yulan
1989, p. 3

¡-
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AN. 7:33, p. l3o. Soe ¡lso FINGARETTE 1972, p.39 ¡trd RoSEMONT 1976, p. 472.
AN. ?:29, p. t29. LEGGE I l9ó9, p. 204. Concerning the goodness ofhum¡n nature according to
Conñ¡ciru md Mencius, Hunag wriæs: 'It is well known th¡t Meocius'philosophy is built on his
theory tbat orn is origioally gooû His whole philosophy can i¡deed be suooa¡ize<I in one seotence:
Every mm úould dobis beet to develop or cultivate his origiml good oatrne to tþ utmosç ed if bê
loses it, he sùor¡ld also do his best to recovef, it... It is geoerally beliwo{ howevetr, that there is little
o¡ no difrerence betr¡rceo Coofrrius md Meocir¡s ø tbe pr,oble.m of human ¡¡tr¡re. Coofr¡cius u,es tnrly
a pbiloeopher of hr¡m¡n tr tt¡r€ as mr¡ch as n¡¡s Meocius. The only differenoe is th¡t while Confr¡cius
irylicitly beliør'od in the ciginel goodoess of humm ¡¡tr¡re, Meacius explicitly stated od expanded
thispositioby srryplemeotinghism¡steds viewon hr¡m¡¡n¡tu¡a I wiú to challeogethisinteAreration
of C-oñrcius ud !o propoee a¡ ¡ltem¡tive view, nemely, th¡, r¡nlike Meocius, Co¡ñtcit¡s w¡s trot
interestod in ¡ speculrtive tùeory of br¡o¡n ¡¡tr¡¡e eûd th¡t itr rhis seûsÊ be was radically diffeænt from
Mæius in his b¡sic mia¡do toqa¡d hnoro beings.' HWANG l9EO, p.45.

4
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1990,

p. lo5.
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period when one's parents die. A person who does not do this is "inhumatt"
On a wider scale, the returning of parents' Services may be Called 'gratitr'rde', which is
an obligation or a duty. I-emmon makes the following difference between these two
terms in this context of taking care of one's parents.

"lf we regard it as a duty to help or.n parents, we are thinking rather of our spocial relationship to
tùem, our stetus as chiltlren. If, on tbe other hand, we think of ourselves as uoder ¡n obligation to our
parents, it is surely in virtue of what they have done for us in the pa-st, when we were children, that we
are under this obligation - that is, it will t € a case of our having been put under an obligation in some
way by them. This difference in the mode of thought bocomes clear if we vary the example slightly.
Sup,pose they turn out to te oot pereots but fostef pârents. Theo we may well feel that ou duty is less
bo"ute the relationship is less close, but our sense of obligation may be no less great in view of what
they have done for us.'
Confucius said in connection with the three years mourning period: "Only when a
child is three years old does it leave its parents' arms. The three years' mouming is the
universal mourning evefywhere under Heaven." FrOm this we can see that in this
context the mourning was an obligation based on retuming the services back to the
parents rather than a duty based on the special relationship between a child and the
pafents.447

;Master Yu said, Those who in private life behave well towards their parents and elder brothers, in
public life seldom show a dispoeition to resist the authority of their superiors. And as for such men
starting a revolution, tro instånce of it has ever occt¡rred. It is upon the trunk that a gentleman works.
When that is ñrmly set up, the Way grows. And zurely proper behavior towa¡ds Parents end elder
brotbers is the truak of Goodness?"

This passage handles the relationship between social and personal mtrality. According

to the view expressed in this passage, these two asPects of morality afe strongly
interconnected. The personal morality in private life is primary and if the general level
of this is high, it ï/ill contribute towards a good social morality in the society.a$
However, Dawson points out that the authenticity of this passage is problematic.
Consequently it is perhaps wis€ to give little weight to this passÍrge, at least as an
expression of Confucius's ideas.ee But nevertheless this passage does show the depth
*'AN. ¡7121, pp.214,215. YANG, C.K. 1973b, p.291-3c,9. Ross t987, p. 89. LEMMON 1987'
says ñrfher: "Duty-situations ere st¡tus-sih¡ations while obligation-situations ¡¡e
conhacn¡al-sitrntions. Botù duties and obligations mey be sources of bught's', but they are logicalty
independent souroes. And a third source, indepe.ndent of the other two, is that it is right to do
something in view of a morrl principle.' LEMMON 1987, p. lO4.
* AN. 1,2, p. 83. KEKES 1989 p. 50. See also MAo Tzu-shui 1975,p.3.
t'AN. l:2, p, E3. Roberts $rgg€sts thåt h€re Jen h¡ç a diachronic or vertical dimension. RoÞ¡ts

p. 104. lrmmon

cotrtr€crs

to this AN. 6:21, Jen che shou

and t¡anslates this "(The) J&V is (are)

l= ã#

inmortal." He says: 'Såo¿ h¿s boea persistently construod as longevity'.' But Yen Hui, whose hea¡
did ¡ot n¡nr form Jeo for tbree months' (LY 6.5) diod young. '"IEIV is immortal' means that the power

oftransferenceofJEÀtcontinues ¡fter death through ¿bove all, ti-ta¡ disciplas or'steps-sons' - a
spirituat posterity. Thc deathbed cry which Ssu-ma Chlen attributes to Confr¡cius in his sl¡iå cl¡ra
exp,resses this: Mo ncng tsung yü,There is nooe who ce¡ make mê an aûcestor." ROBERTS 1968, p.
768. See also ROBERTS 19ó6,p.37.
Cue discusses the notioas of being a father ¡nd brother and refers to the works of A.I. Melden and
A¡thr¡r F. Mrrtphy. A father ls'¿ mls parent who plays his social and mmal role with raspect to his
offspring in tbe circumst¡nces of family life (Meldeo) and according to Murphy being a brother' is a
term of commitment to m¡a¡¡¡ beþ. Itr AN. l:2 "Hsia aod t'i are normtive specificatiøs of the terms
'fetùe/ and trother'uÀich are iovestod with moral import." CUA 1979, pp. 59, ó0. Ch'eng regards

'fl

t"¡e

rhe

same¡s

I

cH'rnc sbu-te

l9?4, p.

ll.

The passage is quite oñen quoted in the literature. See
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CHIU

19E4,

p.253. DAWSON l9El' p- 38.

ofJen over time. The concept starts from the ancient ideal persons who a¡e Jen and
continues in the obsen¡ance of the mourning period and in being ftaærnal as well as in
møe everyday filial acts which also have an ethical import.

Another identification is that Li and Jen a¡e identified: "He who can himself submit
to ritual is Good." Despite this, Li cannot be regarded as a sufficient condition for
being Jen. Fu cla¡ifies the tension by hanslating An. 12: I "Self-restraint and submission
to /i - that is jen". The primary emphasis is placed on self-restraint, nthat is, on
overcoming one's selfish desire, egoistic thinking, personal weakness, etceter4 rather
than on Ii." -ïhat is why Confucius immediaæly added, The realization of jen depends
on oneself, not on others."'4s This means that 'submission to ritual' alone is not

identified with Jen, but'conquering oneself and returning !o the rites'is identified with
Jen.n5t

Jen, however is a necessary condition for Li. "A man who is not Goo{ what can he
have to do with ritual? (LÐ A man who is not Good, what can he have to do with
music?" The rituals had deteriorated to out€rprocedures. Confucius emphasized to the
inner qualities of the rites and wanted to restore and harmonize the balance between Li
and Jen.a5z
GRAF 1970, p.68. CREEL 1964, p. 170. KRAMERS 1979, p. 73. CHEN, Li-tu 1986, p. 109.
HSÜ R¡-kuân 1975,p.74. TANC Tuan-cheng 1959, p. 32. SHIH 1970, p.494. TAI Chho-tu 198ó,
pp. 179, 180.
Dewson says about the authenticity of AN, l:2: "...the words a¡e attributed not to Conñ¡cius but to
his disciple Yu Tzu, and they appear in the frst bool, which gives a dispropøtionate amount of
åtteûtion to ñlial piety and probably belongs to a later strah¡m of the book compiled whe¡ that virnre
was in tbe ascendånt." DAWSON 198ó, p. l3l.

*

AN. l2rl, p. 163. "In short, wh€re reciprocal good åith and respect are expressed through the
form defioed in li, there is jezb rvay.' FÍNGARETTE 1972, p.42.
Maspero såys on this passage: "The way ef ¿3¡aining Altruism (= Jen) consists essentially in

spocific

bonquering oneself a¡d rauraing to the rites'. Conquering meself mea¡s suppressiag i¡ oneself the
love ofzuperiority over others, boasting, re.sentment, and greerl - and even this, though very difficult,
is perhrys not eoough.' MASPERO 1978,p.292. Sæ also I-AU 1979,p. tt2.
On AN. l2:l seealso LESIIE l%2,p.9. UU Shuåsien 1971, p. ló0. LENZ 1983, pp. 126,
202. KRAMERS 1979, p.67. CHAN, lVing rsit 1970, p. 3E. TS'AO Wen-wei l9ó9, p. 48.
ROBERTS 19óó, p. 37,39. Jø, here hes a cl¡ss ch¡racteristic: CHÜ Tsai 1962, p. 135. CHÜ Tsai
196?*p. 163. YU Ying-shih 1987, p. 35. TS'AI Jen-hou 19E7, p. 51.
Conñrcius replied in different ways to differ€ût people asking CHEN, Li-ñ¡ 1986, p. 105.
AN. 5: I 8, p. I I l. ROSEMO¡üI 1976, p. 472. Cf. FINGARETTE 1972, p. 42.

*'

FU 1978, p. 188.

¡lso LEGGE I 1969, p. 250, which says: f; fl @
To
suMr¡e
one's
self
a¡d
propriety
retr¡rn
to
is perfect virtue (= Jen). See also Í,AU 1979,
'f=
?Ê å
p. ll2.lt seems that Waley's ba¡¡slation cmnot be regarded as correct, si¡c¿ to submit oneself to rin¡¡l
See Mespero's trâ¡rslatioû, footnoæ 459. See

is not the ooly sufficient cooditim of
Maspero, fæggerd LÐ iût€rprct it.
62
do

Je,n,

and the senteoce clearly includes two cmditions for Jea es

*'
p.

"Tbe Master sai{ l\lb¡t ca¡ ¡ m¡n do witù the riæs who is not beoevolent? (Jen) Whet c¡n a
with music who is not benevoleat?" AN. 3:2, p. 94. LAU 1979, p.67. YANG Hui{hieh 1975,

2324.

Cua says: -Withorii¿r, ü mey degeaerate into ¡ mers ¡equirement of furmal conformity. Fø li to
oonlly sipificant it mst p'resupoee a morel intent expressed by jan. From tbe poiat of view of
ja4 fu sipificmoe of li lies in its idcel foc¡¡s, ¡¡d in providiag ¡ c@crete contert for the sr¡cccssñ¡t
ex€clúion of jan-rctions." CUA 1975, p. 4. On Jen and Li, see also CUA 1979, pp. 55{7, CUA
1972,p. 125-l4o.. ROBERTS 1966, p. 39. ROBERTS 196E, pp. 765:771. FENG Yú-l& 1987,p.
be

16.

Gurdat says: '.b,

.ú li re oooceptnlly

differeot, nrlring reftreoce to tot¡lly
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diftreot grulitics of

This shows that "Confucius was fa¡ from having aî ex oryne operaro theory of the
efficacy of ritual."os' This also shows that Jen is more essential than li; Li is a
subsequent thing."o5o

Li is mOre'outer'. Tu says
conflict
between Jen and Li is o
to the elimination of the

Jen refers !o more eSsential 'inner' qualities, whereas

that the Confucian ¿ìnswer
maintain a creative tension between the two and to engage in moral self-cultivation.
Schwartz explains the relationship between Jen and Li as follows: "Acting accmding to
the civilized p,ra.ctices of the normative tradition is a necessary ingredient of Jen, and
making one's Jen manifest through the Li is the only way in which Li can be brought to
life." Schwa¡tz compares this with some Western philosophers, claiming that here we
have a sharp divergence from Socrates. He was seeking to establish the good by a
method of dialectic inquiry. He places this dialectic reason above all tradition and
custom. This does not mean that he necessarily rejects all established morality as

wfong.
"No esîablis¡e¿ belief or practice could be considerod right or wrong

till it had

withstood the taç

ofhis

clarifying dialectic and his search for tsue definitions. For Confucius on the other h¡nd, there had
emerged within the histo,ry of the civitized world a r¡niversal and testod body of what migbt be câll€d iD
Hegeliü terms an 'objective ethical orrler' embodied in the rites, practices, and basic institutions of the
Tao of the three dynasties. While in Hegel's world the subjective morality of individuels (Moralität) ând
the historically reetized objective ethicel order (Sittlichkeit) would be hannonized only in the final
epiphany of the modern state, in Conñrcius what night Þ called the normative objective sociopolitical
order. includins the sysem of li, had, in its b,road outlines, already treen realized in hurnan experience
and h¡d ako

Ën

lost"455

Another identification of Jen is with being "loath to speak" å-ãüÈÐ "
Confucius said: "The mark of the benevolent man is that he is loath to spealc" Upon
being asked, Confucius explained this: "When to act is difficult, is it any wonder that
being. They can, therefore, neither be joinal, separated, or held io creative tension. Each b¡s its
distinctive place in the Conñ¡cian perspective, the blending of the two apparently contrådictory tefms
occurring not diroctly, but oaly in so far as each contributes to the whole." GURDAK 1976' p. 2O3.
Rowley refers to Z¡ Cåi i¡ this conterc "With a superior mrn ¡þ¿ use of ce¡emonies is to give proper
and elégaot expression to the foelings." Rowþ continues: 'Confucius valuerJ not the ceremony alone,
but the life and character of the rn¡n ¡¡þs offer€d it, âttd the spirit with which he caoe to it.' ROtilLEY
1956, pp. 104, 105.
On AN. 3:2, *e also TUNG Shu-yeh 1962, p. 16, JEN Chi-yü 1962, p. 153' HSU Fu-ku¿n
trVANG, Shu-lirg 197 4, p. 332.
197 5, pp. 69.

"t

so

p. 13. TS'AI shang-sar 19E9, pp. l0'l l.
AN. 3:6, pp. 95, 9ó. CURDAK 1976, pp.279'282.

NEEDHAM

II

1956,

*'About'inner'and'oute/,

SCFíÌVARTZ 1975, p. 8. IJU' Shingi 1983' p. EE.
and ¡etum to Li is len." Tu's discussion about the creative
tensim betwoen Jeo a¡d Li, see TU, Wei-ming 1968, pp. 29-38. See elso TSAI Ming-tien 1984,p.4.
See also DAWSON 1986, pp. 123,124. About the relationship betweeo len and Li and the
comparison witb rilestern philosophy, see. SCI{WARTZ 1985, p. 77 . Tþ issue "inner end or¡te,r' is
also impøt¡nt in the European ethical theory, see KANT 19E7, p. 35, which says: "Duties in
¡ccordance with juridicel l€gisl¡tion câo be only erternal duties, si¡ce this legisletioo does mt require
tb¿t the i¡ner ldea of thc duty be of itself the grouad determining tüe ageot's choice; and sinoe it still
needs ¡ motive ryroprieto to the law, it can connoct mly externel ootives witb lùe l¡w. But eåicd
legisletion, rryhile it makes inner ections duties as well, does not exclude exten¡l ¡ctioas: it is
*iO ¡lt dutiee h so frr¡s tbey are duties. But just bocause ethicel tegisletio i¡cludes in its
"oo6¡"u¿
l¡w the i¡ner motive of the ectioo (the idea of duty), which mrstnot becoosidered in outer legislatioo'
it c@6 be ouûer legisl¡tioo (not eveo th¡t of ¡ divino will). It does, bwerrer, ¡dtia into iæelf duties
which ¡¡e b¡sod m ¡ûoù€r (oùter) lqislatim, by 'n¡ki¡g tbem, ¡s duties, mtives in ethical legislltioo."

Ttr tmsletes AN.

12:

soe

I 'To conquer yourself
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o- "for fear that one may be unable to live up to one's words."o"
one is loath to speak",
Probably the most often mentioned identification or assimilation of Jen with some
other concept is the saying: Fan Ch'ih asked about benevolence (Jen). The Master said,
'Love your fellow men.'
z\. This "Jen may be define.d as dealing with other human

fr

beings as a man ideally should" or "perfecûa humana caritas". r'Vu says: "[.oving your

fellow men also means the love of human life. Human life was cheap. Therefore
Confucius taught his pupils to love fellow men and value life."ost
The context of this passage shows also that "there was no distinction between ethics
and politics. If the prince was virtuous the people would also be vi¡tuous. And there
was to be no equivocation about what virtue, peace and justice really wsr€."45e In this
way the early Confucianism is rooted in the Chou ideology.
This chracteristic of Jen is elucidaæd by the following anecdote from the Analecs:
lan Jung askod about Goodness, the Master sâid, behave when away from home (in handling public
affai¡s) as though you are in the fnesence of a important guest. Deal with the cornmotr poople as
though you wete ofñciating an irnportaot sacrifice. Do not do to others what you would not like
yourself. Then there will be no feelings of op¡xrsition to you, whether it is the affairs of a Sate that
AN. l2:3, p. t63. LAU l9?9, p. ll2. LEccE I 1969, pp. 25t,252.
t979, p. 112. Èt
- Ë *Ê ,! , "tte words coming forth with difficulty" LEccE I 1969,
p.252, CHU Hsi 1952, p. 79. È, is phoneticatly identical with {i jen, which is also a homophone
of lJ jen, but with a different tone. CHU Hsi 1952, p. 79, WALEY 1964, p. 163, MATHEW'S
1969, pp. 464, 467 . About speaking, see AN. 4:22,24, p. 106.
's AN. 12:22, p. 169. LAU t979, p. I ló. LEGCE I l9ó9, p. 2ó0. See also TONC t969, p. 527.
wEI t947, p. 59. DAWSON 1981, p. 38. CHOW 1957, pp. I l3-l19.

'*

s' LÁu

"Perfekta humana caritas, quae omnes alias virh¡tes contineat. Perfecta hurr¡na caritas in sensu
Confuciano non est aliqua virtus individr¡a, sed signiñcat totam perfektionem. Inde perfekte humma
ca¡itas senzu Conñ¡cia¡o dici potest, perfekta vi¡tue seu zumrn virtue seu ipsa perfe.ktio. Hic sensus
latus est similis sensui c¡ritates christianae, quam Christus ipse hominibus inculcevit: "Diligite
Þominum Deum tuum ex toto corde tuo, et in tota anima tua, et in tota mente h¡a Hoc est maximum
et primum ma¡datum. Secundum autem simile est huic: Diliges proximum hrum, sicut æipsum. ln
his duobus m¡¡datis universa lex pendet." (Mtt. 22.37-40.) Perfekta humane câritâs co,ntinet totåm
doctrin¡m Conñrcii, est centrum totius ethicae Confucii, i.e. tor¿ ethica Conñ¡cü peodet ab hac perfecta
huma¡a ca¡itale, sicut rmiversa chistiana lex pendet a duobus mandatis amoris, quorum unum tendit ad
Deum, elærum ad homines." CHOW 1957,p. I13. S€e also lilU, Teh Yao 19E9, p.13.
"Die Tlu¡mnitãt' bezieht sich also von vornherein auf ein a¡¡ischenmenschliche Verhålttnis kann
durch die'rcn' (en) (Humität) eine ?atnerschaft' darsalleo, in der die Meoschen Ei¡ander naù€stehø'
ba¡. 'einander lieber¡'wti¡den." SONG 1983, p. 57.
On An. 12:22, see also: CREEL 1932,p.77, SMITH 196E, p. 42. CHAN Winftsit 1970, p. 40.
CHIEN Mu 1975, p. 48 and 1977 , p. 10. CHEN, Li-ñ¡ 1986, p. 105. FUNG Yr¡-lan 1967, pp. 69,
70. HSÛ Fekua¡r 1975,p.91. WANG, Shu-ling 1974,p.340.

I

tt

NEEDHAM II 1956, p. 9. Needhem continues: 'Basing themselves upon certâin passages in the
Analects (12:ll,17, a¡d l3:3 h¡s lsog bee,n suspectal ofbeing a late interpolalion.) later (but still
preiHan) Confucims developod a doctrine of tbe'rectiñcation of naæs' (chang ming), i.e. tbe prccise
definition of actions and relations." NEEDHAM II 1956, pp. 9, 10. According to rileley, this ¡eftrs to
a Good ruler who loves men. The passage continues after Conñ¡cius had replied to a question
concerning uåat is a wise ruler that 'He knows men': 'll/hen Sh¡m h¡d all th¡t is ua&r He¡veo,
choosing from among the multitude he raised up Kao Y¡o, and straightwey Wickednass
disappeøed, lilheo Taag had ¡Il th¡r is rmder Heaven, choosing room amøg the multitude be nided up
aisapperrea.' WALEY 1964,
169, 170. See elso
I Yin; and streighnray \üicked¡ess

f, f,,

p.

fr fi.

ALLAN 1981, p. 130.
Jen in this contert of love'has also be€û interprefed ¡s
79-84. CHAO
pp. 59,60.

Chilin

1964, pp. 73,75,76.

a chss tcrm" See STAIGER 1969, pp.
LENZ 1983, pp. 108,109,1262t2, FUNG Yu-lao 1978'

t34

ll).'ru

you are handling or the effairs of a Family (A mling clan, zuch as that of the Chi in
'As for Goodness - you yourself desire rank and standing; thea help others to get rank and staoding.
You want to tum yorr own merits to account; then help others to hrm theins to account - in fact' the
ability to take one's owr feêlings as a guide that is the sort of thing that lies in the direction of
Gooóess."oót

-

ffi, positively in the latter quotation and
negatively in the former. Both relate Jen closely to the political affairs of the state,
showing that ethics has often been employed in the service of politics. The passages
These passages show the idea of reciprocity

ffi

included in Jen.oóz Suzuki explains:
also show the idea of reverence
"The feeling of fellowship is the prirnary altruistic instinct of m¡n, which in Ðite of his innate egoism
drives him out of his narrow selfish limitations, and which seeks its own satisfaction through a
negation, as it were, of himself. Conñ¡cia¡ism does not believe in the innate baseness of hum¡n
nåh¡e, thât is, in its absolute egoism; but it asserts the existetce of an altruistic iryulse in every
human hea¡t. The latter is not a mocliñect developmelrt of egoism" but is inhe¡ent in

humanity."sr

The Confucian "Golden rule" has most often been quoted in its negative form: "Do
not do to others what you would not want othe.r to do to you.'Tu suggests a reason forr

this: "The recognition that the best way for me is not necessarily the best for my
neighbor is a psychology essential for the peaceful coexistence of different and even
conflicting beliefs in East Asian society and culture." In otler words, this negative
gold€n rule is the fr¡ndamerrtal basis of the plt¡ralistic society.6

In some passages Jen is used together with Chih, f,[f , wise. Tu explains this
relationship:
"Whether Jen a¡d Chih are like'two wings, one supporting the other' in the Cmñ¡cian ethical
system, the rrro froquently ap'pear as a pair... lt is tn¡e that the contrast berreen mormtain, tranquillity,

*

AN. 1212, p. 163. See also AN. 15:23, and 5: I I , pp. 198, I 10.
AN. 6:28, p. 122. Ftmg says about the passages AN. l2:2 md 6:2E: "Thus tbe practice of jen
consists in consideretim fø others.'Desiring to s¡st¿in oneself, one sus¿ains others; desiring to
develop oaeself, one devetope others.' lo other wøds: Do to others what you wish yourself.'This is
tbe positive aspect of the prectioe, which was called by Confucius chung or 'conscieatiou.mess to

*t

others.' And the negative aspect, which was calld by Confucius shu or'altrui¡n,'is: 'Do not do to
others whet you do not wish yorrself.'Tbe practice es a whole is c¡lled fhe principle of chung and
shu, which is 'the way ûo practico jea .' Fuog adds that this principle was known by some of the l¿ter
Coafucianists es ùe "principle of applyiag a msuriry squår€.' Th¡t is to say, it is a principle by
which one uses oneself as ¡ stmdard ûo regulare ones conduct. FLJNG 1966, p. 43. Chao quotes Frmg,
see

CHAO 1974, pp.86,t7. It úould be noted, however, that conceptually Chung and Shu re

coûrect€d in Tao end not Jen. This does oot cbange the ñct tb¡t Je¡¡ include.s the positive and negative
aspects of recip,rociry. fVU ß74,p,10. See tùe chepter m T¡o in ôe precent worlc Concepanlly it is
safer not to link Tao witü Jen by usiag tbese terms Qlnng aDd Shu, si¡ce the Analoct¡ do not have
the otber.
this li¡k for exaryle by coonocting Chung and Shu with Teo oo øe side md to Jeo
be related to Jen,
Iû terms of philosophical meaning, lbe terms Chung end Shu, ffi,

especially

in

the ligbt of l¡ter history. This is esaæially true

if

Ë, *y

ø

we accopt thet Chuag meaas

'coa¡cientiousn€ss to others', tùe positivo side of altruism and Shu m¿sns '8ltn¡ism', or the negetive
side of it, reñning from hrming othe¡s. lf Chung md Sbu ¡¡e releted tbrougû their püilosophicel
EÊeûi¡g to Jeo in tte An¡locts, then ooe h¡s to trke Tso into considentioo, bec¡u¡e Chmg and Shu
are rcl¡tod directly to Tao. Cf. CH AO 1974, p. 8ó-E9. Soe ¡lso LIU, Shuåsieû lg%a. W. 5þ.

tt

see LEGGE 1 1969,p.251. CHU Hsi 1952, p. ?8. NEEDHAM II 1956, p.7. Grafhrodles the
'Goldeo rule' in ¡ wider ooßtert, seo GRAF 1970, p.67. Scc el¡o FUNG Yu-l¡n 1978, p. 66.
HAMBLJRGER 1959,p.242. ÌVANG Grmg-hsing 19¿16, p.22. YANG, Lieo$eng 1973,p.3t2.
*3
1914, p- 52.
Schopeobruer nede syryclùy (Mitleid) the formd¡tion of his e{ùics, so

SIIZIJKI

",{s

the Confr¡ci¡ns c@Eid€r tbe feelings of

Þllowstip

as tüe

*

pdm priæþle ølùichtbognnd edifoeof

wiety is bûilt.'StIZUKI l9l4 p. 53.
TU, lVui--i'g l98lr, p. 265. Soe ¡leo GEERTZ l9}l,p.27l.

huono
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end loûgevity symbolizing the man of Jen on the one hand, and water, movement, and happiness
symbolizing the man of Chih, in the other, does give one the impression that Jen and Chih seem to
repres€nt two equally signiñcant style.s of life. Conñrcius' preference, however, bocomes perfectly clear
when he âss€rts thât without Jen, â men ca¡not for long endure either adversity or prosperity and that
those who a¡e ten rest conteot io Jen; those wùo a¡'e Chih pursue Jen with facility... The necessity for
Je¡ to sustain Chih and the desirability for Cbjh to reach Jen is shown in a crucial passage thg 'even if
a man's Cbih is sufñcieot for him to attai¡ it, without Jen to hold it, he will lose it again.'ao)

3. Inclusive and Exclusive

Jen

Many authors maintain that Jen is an inclusive virtue6 Seiichi says: "Many schola¡s
try to explain it in the context of love, c:rre and perseverance. I agree that all these
virtr¡es are included in Jen, but none alone can represent what Jen stands for, however
imporant each virtue may be... Jen was the embodiment of all virtues inægrated
together."67
The Analects itself has some pssages which include certain ethical concepts in Jen:

ffi{r äfrt ñr

Ëht ü4f o

Lustlessness,resoluteness,simplicityor
"tree-like", reticence a¡e all close to Jer¡.0ó8 Fung translates AN. 13:27 and explains this
as follows: "The firm of spirit, the resolute in character, the simple in manner, and the
slow of speoch are not far from jen". The persons characærized in this quotation "have
a simplicity and straightforwardness which show them

o

be of genuine nature, so that

they'are not far from jen'ú@
Another list of things included in Jen is: "He who could put the five into practice
ever¡nvhere under Heaven would be Good-" The five are:" ff r H r 1Ë t ffi
r H o Courtesy, bre¿dth, good faith, diligence and clemency. This is followed
by an explanation: "He who is courteous is not scorne{ he who is broad wins the
multitude, he who is of good faith is trusted by the people, he who is diligent succeeds
in all he undertakes, he who is clement can get serrrice from the peopla"oto

*

AN. 4,2, 6:21,9:2E, 12:22, 15:32, r4:3o,6:2l, w. lvz, l2o, tu, 169, to2, 199. TU, wei-ming
4950. Tu quotes CHAN, U/iry-tsit 197O, p.30. A discussion of the grammetical relations
in AN.6:21, "Tbe Good m¡ <þlights in mormtains,' is to þ formd in HARBSMEIER 1985, p. l0l.
*u CHAN 1964, p. æ8. CUA 1972,p. l3O. LIU Shu-hsien l97l,p. 160. SMITH 1968, p. 43.
SONG 1983, p. 58. TONG l9ó9, p.52E. TUNG Shu-yeh 1962, p. 18.
*t SEITCHI 1973, p.36. Liu seys: "Conñ¡cius was the firsl Chinese philosopher to give jea a new
meeniag a¡d make it the prioary virtue, tbe formdation of all other virtues. The Neo{onfucien
philosophers showed the s¡oe commitment to md faith ia jen ." UU, Shu-hsien 198,ó.,p.4-a4.
Soe dso TU, Wei-ning 1981, p.48.
* AN. 13:27, p. 178. For the üaoslerioos see CHENG Shu-te 1974, p. El7. LAU 1979, p. 123.
WALEY 1964, p. l7E. 'Måstareo sade: De principiellt orubbliga, de beslutsamm¡, de trohjårtade och
de i si6 t¡l õdmjuka! dess¡ ha¡ nãr¡ till deo sm¡ dygdeo." HENRIKSON HWANG 19E7, p. 90. For
1981, pp.

the æxt see LEGGE

|

1969,p.274.

197E,p.80. lvANGShou<h'mg 1987,p. 139.
Acoordiag ûo Wing+sit Ch¡o this p¡s$ge rcflects the vieq¡ th¡t the "scholar-geotlemaa is me of
cwagp üd sùÊogtù'rejocting the idee tbat ¡r was to be wÞ¡k. CHAN lving-{sit 1964, W.3l03l l.
A¡ A¡. l3:.tl æe elæ SONG Yong-Sae 19E3, p. 58. CHEN, Li-frt l9E6' p. I l.
- AN. l?:6, p. 2ll. Most of the explenetion rpp€ùs in Shu Chiag 2ù1. WALEY l!b4, p. 2ll. For
tbc tof,t scc I.EGGE I l9ó9, p. 320.

"FUNGY¡¡-laoI l%7,p.69.SecalsoCH'IENMu

l3ó

In goveming the people, especially the barbarians, Jen includes the following things:
liþ courteous, in public life, diligent, in relationships,loyal."
#l
Hl 7! ,É. otrCreel offers and explanation for this: "The fact
that the barbarians did not at once adopt Chinese culture was deplored, ofcourse, but in
time it came to be felt that they were, at any rate, human beings who were capable of
becoming Chinese. Confucius was an outstanding advocate of this view."n1?
Other inclusions ¿re: "A good man will certainly also possess courage
, but a

E E æ

"In private

,

- ffi r

brave

man

â Ê

ç

is not necessarily Good."a73 "The wise man

water, the Good man /É

Ê

ftl ff

fi

Oetigtrts ln

delights in mountains. For the wise move; but the Good
stay still. The wise a¡e happy; but the Good, secure."nTo These two passages, which
also contain a comparison, define Jen more cleady than the lists of things included in
Jen. The lists may be regarded as illustrations which stress that ever¡hing good and

It has been said of "The Good stay still" tha¡ it "looks
probably
suspiciously Taoist and
is comrpt"aTs Positively interp,reæd Jen can be regarded
oto
as more traditional, consenrativg emphasizing the continuity of the ideal past
whereas
"wise" compared with Jen is more active, finding new ideas, and new developments.
Although Jen is 0o a great extent a Confucian invenúon, still it includes this consen¿ative
emphasis in it, and in this way has a link with the Chou ideology.
Although good and positive qualities are included in Jen, Jen also includes faults
"gnol' man's faults belong to a set. If one looks out for faults it is only as a
means of recognizing Goodness."oz Fung explains this as follows: "The manifestations
of a man's true nature may go too far and become faults, but nevertheless they remain
manifestations of truth, and so by observing them one may know the virnres as well."a78
Confucius's idea here might have been that the faults included in Jen are in a way an
overworking of the virtue Jen, in other words, faults which are attributable to vifue.
Secondly, these faults may be overlooked because they take the general situation into
accounl Thus, a certain latitude in Jen is allowed in order to achieve a good result. The
positive is included in Jen.

Ë.

AN: 13:19, p. 176. LEGGE I 1969, p. 271.
p.845. CH'IEN Mu 197E, p. E0.
n'CREEL l9?0, p. 226.

"'

See also

yANG l-feng 1963, p. 2. CHENG Shrrte

1974,

Sæ also AN. 9:13, p.

o*

l4l,

l5:5, p. 194.

AN. 14t5, p. l8O. Fingarette says: ''Cor¡rteous','diligørt','loyal','trrave', "broad','lcind', (t3:19;
l4:,5, 17:6) - these a¡e taditional virtues which give us no insight o,r other help. ' FINGARETTE
t972, p. 41.

ott

AN. 6:21, p. 120. LEGGE I 1969, p. 192. This passage primarily describes Grrcdness ancl wisdom
in terms of metrphors taken from nahre. The rnin purpose is not to describe the aes'thetic enjoyments
of neture, althougb the aestbetic choice in Confucius's mind apparcntly iodicates whether a person is
prioarily Good ø wise. Cf. HU Chien 1989, p. 57. See ¡lso MA Ch'iu-fan 1987, pp. 241-248.
CH'AO Yüeh 19E7, p.435446o"

t"

tt

FTNGARET

See

TE ß72,p.41. wALEy

1964,

pp. Lzo,29.

footûotes 439, 440, 459.

AN. 4r7, p. 103, I-EGGE I l9ó9, p. ló7. Wang traûslates this as: "Men's faulrs are typical. By
observing men's faults, you msy know whether or not they are jen." Wang give.s an alternative
E¡nsl¡tion: "The shortcomings of the commoo people re distinctive. By observing their shortcomings,
you rnåy know what type of meo they a¡e.' This trenslation is basod on the fact that i¡ Hen Shu, the
ïüd Ë, was written as { , rneaoing mm. WANG, Shu-ling 1974, pp.333,334. See ¡lso LAU
1979,p.73,234, and YANG P€{hün 1965,p.39. HENRIKSON, HV/ANG t987,p.27.
oil
FUNG Yu-lan I 1967 , p. 7Q.
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vi¡tue Jen also takes the ultimate outcome of a course of action into account and is not
just a list of qualities and nrles of behavior rega¡dless of what the final result may be. In
this case, some distance in history or time is needed in order to be able to judge whether
one is Jen or noLoTe Thirdly, it is allowed for people to have a few defects; this does

not contribute ûowa¡ds whether someone is Jen or not. Such a defect is to be a Poor
fqlker-ato

In opposition to this, certain good things do not necessarily earn one the quality of
Jen. "Of the saying 'He upon whom neither love of mastery vanity, resentment nol
covetousness have any hold may be called Good,' the Master said, such a one has done
what is difFrcult; but whether he should be called Good I do not know."o6r In addition to
having positive qualities, one may accomplish important things and yet still the epithet
Jen may be withheld.aE2 Apparently Confucius did not know whether the persons in
question had all the qualities required of a Jen-person.n83

Although a certain latitude in Jen was allowed, and the outcome of any given action
was also important, Jen is by no means a virtue in which the end justifies the means.
This becomes clea¡ in the passage: "Clever talk and a pretentious manner a¡e seldom
These concern the outwa¡d
found in the Good." 15
4=
ft+
ap'pearance.oto And in Confucius's thought the outwa¡d appearancÊ was not of primary

Ë ëe '

å

,

conoem.

Confucius was criticized because he did not use his ability to serve the common
good. It is not enough simply to have a certain ability in order be classed as Jen, one

it to use. One has to talce responsibility and serr¡e as one can.nt5 Moreover,
is impossible to be Jen if one is unhappy or anxious F .nto
has ùo put

it

AN. 14:17, 18, pp. lE4, 185. 4:23, p. 106. CHAN, wing-tsit 1964, p. 3ll.
AN.5:4, p. lo7.
AN. l4:2, p. 180. See dso MASPERo 197E, p. 292. FLJNG I, Yu-lan I1967,p.7a*t AN, 5r7,5:18, 19, pp. 109, ll2. TsENc Ch¡o-hsü 1982,9.2o8.
43
Confr¡cir¡s uses the phrase 7F fi t
o "I do not know'concerning Tarlu's quatities. However,
he uses the phrase 6 *il å Ê t[, oconcerning Tzu-lu Chi'iu and Ch'ih in An 5:7. See LEGGE I
'7e

*'

p. 175. The people in question were Conft¡cius's disciples. Ha¡bsmeier writes: 'How p'recisely
does the ancie,nt Chine.se concept of knowledge differ from or¡rs? When and why precisely does yi t$
cone ûo meao'neaning?'Or lvù€D Confucius says: ån zii gi ren 7F Í[ å Ë , ¿oo he mean 'I
1969,

am not eoqrninted with his goodness'which would presuppæe that tbe man was good?!' HARBSMEIER
1985, p. 254.Tfu cootext of the pessågp shows th¡t tbe pbnses e¡e syûof¡ynous, since botb pùrases
are used about Ta¡-lu: the first phrase is used ñ¡s1 and afrer repeeting the same quastion the socond
neans "oot knoq¡ him Jen", md oot 'not know his Jen".
pbrase is used. The pùmse 7F *Ú

å þ,

HSIEH Ping-ying 1976, p. 94.

*

AN. lr3 end 17:17,pp.84,213. LEGGE I 1969, pp. 139,326. CHENG Shu-te 1974, p. 14'

ot AN. l7:1, p. 209.

*4N.9:2E, l4z3ù,p.

144, lSE.LEC'GEI1969,pp. n5,286.. "Hetb¡tisreellyGood caonwer
be rnbeppy. He that is really wi¡e can never be perplexed. He th¡f is really brrve is never afraid.'

fr âñ * t Eã6 ;8, åã7Fil o hAo.e:2sthewisereoentionedñ¡st,

but tbe qder sbould probrbly be ¡s i¡ A¡. 14:30. See WALEY 1964, p. lzl4. Ch'eng soes some
tegitimatiø for úe frct tb¡t tùe wise re meatimod first. CHENG Shu--te 1974' p. 542138

4. The Attitude towards Jen

Ê +

Confucius also teaches what the right attitude towards Jen is. The gentleman
has to value Jen: "The gentleman who ever parts company with Goodness does not
fulfil that name. Never for a moment (literally,'for as long as it takes to eat one bowl of
rice') does a gentleman quit the way of Goodness. He is never so harried but that he
cleaves to this; never so tottering but that he cleaves to this." In displaying this attitude
the gentleman became a good example to his inferiors.aEt For the "determined scholar"
and the man of vifiue
LJen is more important than even life itself- "They

F

Ë f

will even sacrifice their lives to preserve their virtr¡e

þ

compleæ."4s This shows that

the ultimate value is Jen and not life. Life sewes Jen and not vice versa.
Although in principle Jen is more important tlran life, the practice is in fact differ,ent.

There have been cases of martyrdom because of loyalty to religious faith, but not
because of loyalty to Jen.nte The rarity of Jen in practice is made plain when C-onfi¡cius
says that he has never yet seen one who really cared for Goodness and really abhorred
wickedness {FT. He had not seen anyone who had managed to do Good with his
or her whole might even for as long as the space of a single day.n* All this means that
Jen appears very seldom, bæause the people are not able to strive for it and do not even

wa¡t to strive for it. Dawson

says that Confucius is depicted as extremely ¡eluctant to

ascribe the quality ofJen to any given individual.
"lndeed he expresses doubt that anyone is capable of conceotrating his whole effort on humeneness
for a single d¡y. (A 4.ó). This reluct¡nce to admit that anyoae attains to Jen is due to the fâct thåt it is
the quality ofideal humen oah¡¡e. On the other hand, since Jen is an esseotiel ingredient ofthe human
being, not something which depends on anything outside himself, it should in theory be easily
attainable, if men were tsue to their nan¡¡es. 'Is humaneoess (Jen) ¡eally so fer away?', he asks. If rcally
wished for it, it would come' (A 7.29). ln fact the passage expressing doubt whether atyme wes
capable ofconcentrating on hum¡neness for a singe day is directly cootradicted by another psssage
claiming that the Master's favorite disciple Yen Hui was capable of having nolhing coûtrary to
husuneness os his mind for tbree úoûths ât â stretch (A 6.5). Althougù the.re dircrepancies my be
dræ to tbe composite nature of the work, it is consistent with Coofr¡cius's apparent aüitud€s to suPpose
th¿t in the case of Jen tbere was a differeoce in the Mastet's mind be¡rreeo the ideal miÊst¡tion of the
virtue es åttrined only in the Golden Age of antiquity and the striving towe¡ds it which could be
€?

AN.4:5, pp. 102, lO3. See also KARI-GREN 1964, p.94, 1983, p. 57. HENRIKSON, HWANG
1967, p.2ó. FINGARETTE 1979, pp. 134, 139. Collocatively Jm a¡d Tao ¡re close to eacb other in
this passage. Chiu says: 'One can see from this possage tbat Conñrcius regarded acting according to the
virtr¡e of Jen or humrnity is in itself follov/iag the Teo." CHIU 1984, p. 255.

*
*

KRAMERS 1979, p. ó8.

AN. t5:8, LEc'cE

I t969,p.296.

AN. 15:34, LEGGE I 1969, p. 304. Legge refers to Chu Hsi: "The w¡nt of fire end weter is hr¡rtful
only to man's body, but to be without virtue is to lose mes mind (the higùer nålt¡re), end so it is more
to him rhgn wat€r ú 6¡e." See also CHU Hsi 1952, p. I I l. IVALEY 1964, p. 200. Kreoers ¡efers ûo
Yaog's version a¡d conch¡des, thet the people do not heve Jeq. KRAMERS 1979, p. 65. tlfaley
explains the sin¡¡tion. The passege is 'Goodness is more to the people than weter end fi¡s. I h¿ve seeo
mpn lose their lives when 'treading upon'wet€r and fire; but I h¡ve never seetr anyme lose his life
tbrougb 'ueading upoa'Goodoe.ss.' 'A symbolic'tr,eading rpoo firc'is still used in Chin¡ as ¡ rite of
purificatioo. Aocording to tbe Lm-heog (Piea 45) a processionel wading aloog tbe river was put of
the rain-making cermy. Cooñrcius says tbrt Goodoess (oû the pûrt of üe ruler) is e greeter ¡nd sefer
pnriñer thrn eveo w¡ter or fire.'IVALEY 1964, p. 200. DAWSON 198ó' pp. lt2, 133.
tÐ
AN. 4:6, p. lo3.
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attributed to some of his contemporaries even in the decadent times in which he lived.'a'r

Confucius gave a number of pieces of advice concerning the correct attitude towards
Jen, for example: "Set your heart upon the way support yourself by its power, lean

upon Goodness, seek distraction in the arts."aø Another of his exhortations is: "A
young man's duty is to behave well to his parents at home and to his elders abroad, to
be cautious in giving promises and punctual in keeping them, to have kindly feelings
towards everyone, but seek the intimacy of the Good ffi +.H 4=. tf when all that is
done, he has any energy to spare, then let him sudy the polite arts."4e3
The wrong attitude to Jen is to "assure the appearance ofJen", but to oppose it by
one's actions. Chu Hsi explains that it is wrong if one is Jen only outwardly, but not
inwardly and yet satisfied with oneself.os
Jen can be used as an instrument for the gaining of certain ends. The wrong attitr¡de
towards Jen, mentioned above, makes one famous.o" Clearly this is not to be
recommer¡ded Another case in which Jen is used as a¡¡ instrument for a certain purpos€
is: "He whose wisdom brings him into powtr, needs Goodness to secure that power...
and dignity wherewith to approach the common people, if he handle them contrary to
the prescriptions of ritual, is still a bad ruler." Waley says: "This peragraph with its
highly literary, somewhat empty elaboration, and its placing of ritual on a pinnacle far
above Goodness, is certainly one of the later additions to the book"4eó
It is quite evident that Confucius's definite intention \ryas not to use Jen as an
instrument for these purposes. Itâther Jen can be regarded as a final goal in itself.
Confucius says: "He that is merely wise pursues Goodness in the belief that it pays to

do so."4e? Here too, Confucius does not give any value to Goodness as an instrument
for prosperity. However, in the same passage he says: '\Mithout Goodness a man
Cannot for long endure adversity, Cannot for long enjoy prosperity." In order to be
able ûo endure or enjoy these things, Goodness can be used as an instn¡ment and as a
quality of the right mental attitude towards suæess ø adversity.

no'

KRAMERS 1979, p. ó5. See also FINGARETTE 1979, p. 39. SMITH 1968, p. 42.
1978, p. 51. Graf peys attention to the fict tb¡t sometimes Confucius regards Jen as very

FANG PU

difñcult to
reach, in 4:6 and 6:28, l5:.8 end sometimes ¡s e.sy to reâch, 7:29, 7:14, GRAF 1970, p. 69.
DAWSON 1986, pp. 132,133. AN. 4:6, 7:,29,6:5, pp. 103,129,116.
oe3
AN. 7:6, p. 123. See also JAO Tsung:i 1978,p.509. "while Confucius wes an ¡rch ch¡.{'ion of
individr¡at perfection, he did not thi¡k ofa¡ iodiviù¡al ¡s isolated from bis fellow beings. In the
Confucian scheme of things, not only does an individr¡al necessarily exist in society, but his perfoction
cannot be echieved except within society." CHAN 1964, p. 3l l.

AN l:ó, p. 84. See atso CH'IEN Mu l9?5, pp.73,74.
AN. 12:20, p. l6E. cHU Hsi 1952, p. 84.
tt'AN. 12:20, p. 168.
t* AN. 15132, p. 199. Soe WALEY's 1964 footnote on p. 199. Roberts reftrs to this passage, but
does oot touch the problem of the primacy of Li over Jen. Roberts says that here knowledge is

'*

o*

d€scribd as a probing, fluid principle, md

i¡

cont¡ast, Jeo is a stable principle. ROBERTS 19óó, p.

35.

'n

Al.l. 4r2, p. ro2.
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5. The Implications of Jen
Although Jen cannot be accepted as an instrument for certain ends, it does have some
clear consequences or implications which follow from it. Some implications can be
described as negative or such which a¡e not very commonly liked, whereas others look
more positive and could be welcomed by anyone. The former kind of implications can

t

be listed as follows: Jen is a burden for the knight of the way
"Otrly with death
does his journey end."aet The Good can endure great sufferings without r€belliog.o*
The more positive implications of Jen are as follows: A Good man possesses courage,s*
he is never unhappy and is fræ from anxietiessot , is free from evil.s@ "Goodness gives
to a neighborhood its beauty". This links Jen with Confi¡cian aesthetics so that Goodness
produces or is the source of beauty.sot "The Good man rests content with Goodness."

Fãæ4=,

*ûã'fil+:

"

Chan remarks thar this is one

of the few

aphorisms which refer to the individual in isolation.5ß This sying confirms the fact
that Jen is not only the means to some other ends, but also a goal in itself. when this
goai has been reached, one can be content .
Both positive and negative implications of Jen can be seen in the following passages:
"It is only the benevolent man who is capable of liking or disliking other men." "If a

man sets his heart on benevolence, he

,

âV,

*7

L'

É8,,-F.

t* AN. 8,7, p. 134.
o'AN. E:lo, p. r34.

''

AN. 14,5, p. l8o.
AN. 14:30, p. lEE. LEGGE
s' AN. 4:4, LAU 1979, p. 72.

t'AN.
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will

be free from
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evil."
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1969, p. 286. See CHANG Carnm 1964, p. 29g.

4'1, p. 102 See also SMITII 1968, p.42. yANc ps+hün 1965, p. 37. Oû the Chinese
chien 19E9, pp. 5t-57. MA cuiu-fan 198?, p'p. 241-248. cH'Ao yäeh l9EZ, pp.

aesthetics, see HU

435446, SCHARFSTEIN 1986 pp. lO4,lO5. WU, Kuang-ming 1989, W.237-26/..
AN. 4,2, p. 102. Vfaley t¡enslrtes 'The Good oen r€sts coBteût \ rith Goodness; he that is merely
wise pnrsues Good¡ess in the belief that it pays to do so.' WALEY 1964,p. lO2.l-eggetensletes this
as: 'The virtuoræ rest in virtue; the wise desire virtue." LEGGE I l9ó9, p. 165. Maspeto expldns:
'And the wise roî perceives very well i¡ uôat respocts he is lacking: The Altruist rusc Altnrism;
the wise mn dssi¡€s Altruism-' MASPERO 197E, p- 292. Chø tra¡sletes the passage as: 'The
beaevolent rest in bener¡olence; the wise a¡e beûeñted by beoevole,noe.. CHEN Li Fu l9Eó, p. l0g.
And Ch¡n translates it as: "Tbe m¡¡ of7'ez is naturally at home withjør." CHAN, Wing-tsit 1964, p.

*
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AN- 4:3,4, I-AU l979,p.72.weley trmsl¡tes these two parsages as: "of the adege'only e Good
Man knows how to like poople,l¡ows how to dislike them, tbc Master s¡id, He whose heart is in the
sñallest degree set rpon Goodoess will dislike no one." \tALEy l%4,p.103. Fingerette com€trts:
"Oae pessage s€ems to say that only the jat }¡{o,tr how to tove mm nd how to h¡te them (4:3),
whereas tùose who sincerely strive to bæooefbr ebstain from h¡hed. (4:4) The text is obecr¡e m this
latter point, and lvaley rende¡s the passrge so es to give an essentially opposiæ meaniag, rilhea
opposiæ interpretetims cao be giveo to s p¡ss¡ge olr mch a ceotnl questiø, it boomes ell too er¡idøt
tbat tbe conccptpr is obsctre.' FINGARETTE lfî2,p.4l.Wmg*riûes: "There re two iaterpretrtioos
here l) øly the
with tbo principle ofjeo cen lile or dislite pooplc, fn be is witout *iR.¡nees;
2) only e man ofjea principte caa lite whet poople like aod dislite what people dislikc, for he k¡ows
the likes md tbe dislites of the people." lvANc shrrliag 1914,9.332,333. soe dso CHIEN Mu
1978, p.76.
TAI Ch'ao-fr¡ 1987, p. 197. One of 6e cosnrtive princþles of this book fui¡r is tb¡ ¡lmct ¡lI

*

t4t

Maspero says:
"Altruism is not r¡ndifferentiated; it is not a love encorryassing all humaakind, without distinction
tretween those closely relatod and those quite unconnected to us. (In this it is distinguished from the
uoiversal love which Mo-ta¡ w¡s to preach a little later,) Oae the contrery, tbe Altruist, jen-che, must
have shongly marked sympathies for tÞ good and antipathies for the wicked."

Tu explicates the passage, stating that the lendemess of Jen is closely linked with
such virtues as "bravery", "steadfastness", and "resolute".
"Accordingly only those oflez know how to love men and how to hâte them (4:3), for the feelings
of love aod hate can be impartially expressed as fitting respons€s to concrete situations only by those
who have reached the highest level ofmorality. This is predicated on the moral principle that those
who sincerely strive to bæome jen abstain from evil will (or, if you wish, hatred) (sic); as a res.ult,
they can respond to a vdue.laden and emotiou-charged sinration in a disinterested but coúpassionate
m¡nner. Tbe paadox, rather thm obscrrity, is quite under*adable i¡ terms of Confucir¡s' characterization
of the hyperhonest villager as the spoiler of virtue ( l7: I 3). A m*¡ of jen refuses to tolerate evil
because he has no evil will towrd other; his ability to hate is thus a true indication that he has no
pennerl up harred in his hest."s6

This antipathy, however, does not imply that a Good person is evil.507
It is even possible that the passage in the Analects we are discussing could have the
underlying motive or idea that in certain situations where there is a moral dilemma, one
has tro dislike or harm one person in order !o earn a great beneñt to another person. In

the lite¡ature of moral philosophy this situation has been illustraæd by the following
story:

'ln Etrope, a womao was near death from cancer, One dnrg might save her, ¿ form ofradium thet a
druggist in the s¿me towa had rocently discoverpd. The druggist was charging S2000, ten times whet
the drug cost him to make. The sick wome.n's husband, Heinz, went to ev€ryotr€ b€ lcnew to borrow the
money, but he could only gel together about half of whal it cost. He told the druggist th¡t his wife was
dying and asLed him to selt it cheaper'or let him pay leter. But the dnrggist seid, No.' The husbønd got
desperaæ e¡d b'¡oke into the man's store to steal the dn¡g for his wife. Should the husband h¡ve done
tt"iz"sffi

Starting from the Confucian idea that the benevolent man is capable of disliking
other men, the Confucian reply would be in the afñrmative.
Confucius continues: "l for my part have never yet s€en one who really ca¡ed for
Goodness, ntr one who really abhoned wickedness One who really cared for Goodness

would never let any other consideration come

firsl

One who abhorred wickedness

of the chapærs cootain ¡vo things which have

a certain relation to each olher. Chapter tb¡oe contains
opposites. Chapær four does not include two concepts which
would clearly relate to each other as opposiæs or as e dual patleru. However, cbapter four has be¿n
According to the.îe
placed purposively here in øder to show lhe differc,nce betweeo
simultaneously. For
two chapters it should be possible that a Good person can
an0
Fingarette there soems to be trvo things in contr¡diction with eech other here. ln this conûext

the concepts

ffi Å *¿ É

.Å,

^

ffi -d $ l.
ffi Å*¿ fr S.

ffiareopposites, likeanddislike,bothhâvinganobject

l,man.

{f

Inthefor¡rthchapter**.appears

aloæ es a geoeral ethical ¡ttitude, hatr€d- A Good peæon likes and dislikes a man in order to motiv¡te
him to be also jeo. In doing this he b¿s no b¡tred agains anyone. É À is in harmony *ith Ë ,
,-+, es e general ethical attitude is ùe oppocite of f, jen. This implies th"t # [ ana $ as a
gã.*l
¡ttihde ¡re opposites of eech otber end 17 ,\ -¿ ffi År* in I'nison having the
"thi."l
ssæ pt¡fpose ea w¡ys of realizing f,.. mece co¡cepts shor¡r a certain sophistication in Cmñ¡cius's
thorght, uÀich l:gge, et l€ast, seets ûo h¡ve rmderslood. Soe IJGGE I f969' p. 166.
n MASPERO 1978, p. 292. TTl. wei-miog 1981, p. 49. Tu says: "Thus I cúnot go along with
Fingarctûes obserr¡¡tion th¡t'it becolnes all too evideot that thc coocept Jen is obacure.'TU,
lVei-ming l9El, p. 54, FINCARETTE 1972, p. 4O.

o

sæ footaote 502,

¡r¡.

4:6, p. lo3.

FRJEDMAN lgElí, p. 33.

la

would be so constantly doing Good that wickedness would never have a chance to get
at him." Here Confucius stresses the importance of the ability to distinguish good and
evil. It is clear that the Good person has such an ability, but it is equatly clea¡ that this

ability is rare.t@

6. Obtaining Jen
There are certain conditions which it is necessary ùo meet in order to obtain Jen:
"Goodness cannot be obtained till what is difficult has been duly done. He who has
done this may be called Good."s'' Because obtaining Jen is difficult, one is "chary of
talking about it."sr¡ However, diffrcult things as such a¡e not sufficient preconditions
for Jen: Confucius did not know whether a person over whom "neither love of maste4l,
vanity, resentment nor covetousness have any hold" ca¡ be called Good, although such
a person has done something that is difficult.5t2 One can see that there is some tension
between the different sayings referred to above.
Because Jen is so difficult, this raises the question of how can one become o'r obtain
it. What actually is the 'difñcult'thing which provides one with Jen? The Analects have

which touch upon this question to a greater or lesser degree.
The most obvious method of getting Jen is through learning. "Tzu-hsia said, There
are ( l) learning extensively, nd (2) having a firm and sincere aim; (3) inquiring with
14 passages

earnestness, and (a) reflecting with self-application: - virtue is in such a course."sr3
This passage shows four things related to learning. one must not think of any other

things, but these four things only. In this way good things mature in the heart and Jen
is in them.sra

Confucius himself says that love of Goodness without love of learning degenerates
into silliness:
"l,ove of Goodnass witûout love of learning degenerates into silliness. l¡ve of wisdom without love of
leaming degenerates into utter lack of principle. l¡ve of keeping promises without love of learoing
degenerates into vill¡iny. Love of uprightness without love of learning degeaerates into harshness.
love of courage witùout love of leaming degenerates into hnbuleoce. love of courage witbout love of
learning degeaerates into ære rockleqsness."

According

ûo

rilaley "leaming"

$

here refers to learning the

Way

fi

of

the

ancients. Here Confucius clearly expresses that one should not emphasize one aspect
only, but should balance benveen all the necessary categories. This in a way may be an

s
rto

AN 4t6, p. lo3. wANc Min l9EE, p. 221.
AN. 6:20, p. l2o.

AN. 1213, p.
"t AN. 14,2, p.
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't'AN.

163,
180.

FINGARETTE t972,p.3E,39.
AN. 19:15, p. 227. FINGARETTE t972,p.39.

19:6, LEGGE

I

1969, p. 341. There is some disagreement over how to translate this passage.
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${. waley trârsletes this as: "-such e o,ne will incidentally achieve
Goodness,' and explains thet this is ¡n idiom which can never be t¡rnslåtod literally. It is used of
r€s¡lts th¡t occr¡¡ i¡cideot¡lly without being the m¡in sþj6rçf of a certain cor¡rse of ection. V/ALEY
The Passage eads,

t964, pp. 225,235- Cf. LAU 1979,p. t53, WANG Shu-liag t974,p.345. O¡ learning in the

Analects, see TAI Ch'ao-fu, 1987, pp. 189-213.
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cHU Hsi

1952,

p. t32. Hsü Fu-ùum

1975, p. 96.
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wANc, Ching{ao

1913,

p

19.

allusion to the doctrine of the Middle use, although the æxt itself does not mention this
principle.st5

In the process oflearning Jen is an intensely personal relationship between student
and teacher. lrVhen practising Jen one should not give precedence to one's teacher.5r6
5rT
and this apparently is the
The student may be better in this respect than the teachetr
himself.
Confi¡cius himself
goal of the teacher, to lead the student to a higher level than
did not claim to be Jen, but he said: "As for unvarying effort to learn and unflagging
patience teaching others, those are merits that I do not hesitaæ to claim. Kung-hsi Hua
said, The trouble is thet we disciples cannot learn!"5r8 Knowing Confucius's ambition

to lead his students to Goodness, the statement by Kung-hsi Hua must cerÙainly have
bæn a disappointment to him.

The social environment is regarded as very important for obtaining Jen. When
Tzu-kung asked how to act out Jen, Confucius replied: "A c:raftsman, if he means to do
good wonk, must first sharpen his tools. In whatever State you dwell, Take serrrice
with such of its officers as are worthy, Make friends with such of its knights as ¿Ile
Good."sle
Education that we see in C.onfucius does not mean that he holds a mechanistic view
that the disciples are some kind of raw material which will be civilized by education to
become Jen. According to Schwârtz Confucius does not follow this kind of "educational
determinism". He says: "Confucius is convinced that the education of his young disciples
who are already self-aware adults is wholly dependent on what the disciples bring Ûo
the educational encounter. 'Only one who bursts with eagerness do I instn¡ct."' This,
and Confucius's own history of being best on learning already at the age of fifteen,
refer to a moral choice; in other words, one may choose leæning or not.s'o
In Masær Tseng's opinion Chang was self-important. "It is hard to become Good
when working side by side with such a man."S2r In this sociat envi¡onment the central
person is the gentleman : "Mast€r Tseng sai{ The gentleman by his culture collects
El t
friends about him, and through these friends promot€s Goodness
become
to
that
in
order
This
shows
o
J,)[ æ +Ê
tJ
Jen, one has to seek the mmpany of suitable poople and ùo avoid those whose attitudes
or behavior do not promote Jen. In this the gentleman has the main responsibility as a

." É I
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X Êf.. t
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leader in social congcts To a oertain degree this resembles the fuistotelian civic friøtdship

Ír

AN. l7:8, p. 2l l.

See

¡lso SHIH 1970, p. 493. WANG Shou-ch'aog (1987, p. 139) relates this to

theWay of Middle Use.

t'' AN. 15,35, p. 2ol, LAU
t't AN. 6:5, p. 116.

1979,p. 137.
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which is a "cha¡acter-friendship between virtuous m€r."'!
Not only through social relations, but also generally the Gentleman effects the
disseminatioin of Jen: "The Master said, When gentlemen deal generously with their

R Ñ þ.

t'n

own kin, the common people a¡e incited to Goodness." HlJ R
o Here
the "gentleman" is not necessaÐr a minister or an official. It is also noteworthy that Jen
well as of the
according to this passage is a quality of the gentlemen
"t
common peopleffi.525

fr 7

Confucius emphasizes how important the role of a leader who has Jen is to the
spreading of Jen throughout the community: "If a Kingly M- l.
{ were to arise,
within a single generation Goodness would prevail."526 Confucius also said: "If (a
ruler) could for one day 'himself submit to ritual,' everyone under Heaven would
respond to his Goodness. For Goodness is something that must have its source in the
ruler himself; it cannot be got from others." Here the ruler is a perfect example for the
people, who emulate the model of their ruler. In this way Jen works as a uniting bond
or element in the empire. Jen and Li are related closely to each other in this passage,
being almost regarded as one and same thing.s??

Although Jen has been described above as difficult to reach by an elaborate proc.ess
of learning and the influence of a good social environment and good rulers, the Analecis
also has a tradition of a kind of "easy Jen": "The Master said, Is Goodness indeed so
far away? If we really wanted Goodness, we should find that it was at our very side."

?

El

, f,1ËipËlÌ, #,'ffi.F, ffil=E* o Robertssaystharthis

süongly suggests that Jen comes from human nature.s2E According to Confucius, Po I
and Shu Ch'i "sought Goodness and got Goodness."
ffi þ5æ If Jen is

A'f=

tt

€
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an inborn quality, then it is useless to waste time trying to leam it. However, even in
connection with this so called "easy Jen" Confucius uses the conceptsffi and >Jt
want or wish to be Jen or seek Jen. These concepts include the whole process of
learning with all the social requirements necessary to became Jen. rr/Ve may therefore
argue t}tat the "easy Jen" is not really easy at all, it is only expressed in an easy looking
way, in r€ality it is the same as the "difficult Jen".

7. Jen in Practice
The Analects also have passages which clarify how Jen functions in practice. The so
called "golden rule" is practical. In this context Jen has been defined in relation to a
higher quality than Jen: Holy
or Divine Sage. This kind of person is a ruler who
"not only conferred wide benefrts upon the common people but also compassed the

!p

salvation of the whole State." In this context, Goodness refers to the following: "you
yourselfdesire rank and standing; then help others to get rank and standing. The ability
to ta¡ce one's own feelings as a guide - that is the sort of thing that lies in the direction
of Goodness." This suggests the general notion that "ethics rests on the emotional
inability to bea¡ the sufferings of others, that it is a common experience of feeling that
undergirds mo'rality."s30 It seems clea¡ that in practice Jen means that good behavior is

followed and that it therefore spreads wider in the community. When the way of jen is
very successful, it is Sheng !p53t
The following example is given of the reciprocity or "golden rule" in practice: "Tsai
Yú asked saying, I take it a Good Man, even if he were told that another Good Man
were at the bottom of a well, would go to join him" The master said, Why should you
think so? 'A gentleman can be broþn, but cannot be denæd; may be deceived, but
cannot be led astray.'" ìJValey paraphrases this as: "Tsai Yü, half playfully asked
whether, since the Good always go to where other Good Men ate, a Good Man would
leap into a well on hearing that there was another Good Man at the bottom of it.
Confucius, rcsponding in ttre sameplayfrrl qpirit, quotesamaxim aboutthetruegentleman,
solely for the sake of the reference in it to hsien, which means 'throw down' into a pit

or well, but also has the

sense 'to

pit,' 'to

dent."532 The sense of this pass¡rge is that a

Good man uses his common sense. However, Confucius does not regard this question

only as a practical one. Ifit had been only a practical question, he could have solved
this by suggesting that the Good Man should help the other Good Man from the well,
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by using a rope for example. Now Confucius has accepted the dilemma included in the
question. This dilemma has two solutions, not to jump into the well and to neglect the
Good Man on the one hand, and to jump into the well and to perish on the other. These
alternatives are incompatible and the results a¡e contradictory. One cannot meet the
Good Man at the bottom of the well and survive at the same time. The Analects show
here the ability to compare events and to reægnize that they are incompatible. In
addition to this, the question was a test for Confucius as to whether he oven'alues Jen,
disregarding all otherconsiderations.s33 It is also noteworthy that a gentlemarrhave been regarded as identical here.
and a Good person ,|I
In history, those who had courage ûo oppose the last tyrant of the Yin-dynasty were
regarded as Jen,53a Politically, Jen serves the Chou power here, and in this way

Ê +

ff

follows the Chou ideology. It is noteworthy that Confucius here moves from the realm
of the ideological 'Heavenly democracy", well documented in Shu Ching, to the realm
of moral philosophy. He does not seek his legitimation from Heaven or religion, but
links the opposition of the com:pt government with the concept of Jen. In doing this,
he actually constructs a dilemma by finding that the courageous men \Àrere free to
oppose the comrpt Yin, and this freedom is included in Jeri.535
Confucius's own attitude towards Jen, apart from his own appraisals of whether he
is Jen or nof is mentioned in only one passage: "The Master seldom spoke of profit or

fateorGoodness."

ÍFË't

fil t É4ôr

HlË.,s3oThisisprobably

the most problematic passage of all of the Analects, since Jen is the major term in
Confucian thinking. rilang gives seven different translations:
1) The Master seldom spoke of profit, destiny or Jen
2) The Masær explicitly spoke of profit, destiny and Jen.
3) The Masûer scarcely spoke of profit but he praised the decrees of Heaven and the

principle of Jen.
4) The Master rarely spoke of profit and destiny but he praised Jen.
5) The Maste,r seldom spoke of advantage, fate or the principle of Jen positively.
6) Confucius spoke of pr,ofit and hârdly accorded either fate orJen to men.
7) The mast€r seldom spoke ofprofit" scarcely praised destiny and hardly accorded
the word Jen ûo men.

Wang points out that the Chinese word f{ yü' has several meanings. In this
chapter it may mean'and'or'or'. For some commentators, however, it has ttre meaning
of 'to gtant,' 'to accord' 'to concede to.'537
Bodde follows Shih Sheng-tsu, who is a follower of Wei Liaoweng (1178 -1237)
'Who is noted as being the founder of a school of classical criticism continuing the
Confr¡cian æachings of Chu Hsi (1130 -1200), and gives a translation: The Masûer
rarely spoke ofprofir (But) he gave forth (his ideas concerning) the appointments (of
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Heaven), (and also) gave forth (his ideas concerning) perfect virtue.'" Bodde adds:
"This is not only grammatically correct! but gives a translation thoroughly in accordance
with the spirit of the Aruleas as a whole."53t Bodde identifies yü Fl with hü ¡-f .
This is criticized by Laufer who proposes a translation: "'fhe Master rarely discussed
material gain compared with the will of Heaven and compared with humaneness (subjects
which he discussed frequently ).53e
Ch'eng lists different interpretations given by several older commentators. These
interprretations need not be compatible with each other. The interpretations are as follows:

-

f,.

S

means

f;

scarcely;

f,tj

is a combination

All

* f. ô

of

me¿ms a mandate.

difficult to obtain
Thus
or do.
Confucius scarcely spoke about them.
- Confucius says that a man at a certain time is 'f= /À, a virtuous man. But he does
not say whether that man is Jen or not as regards his character.
- Confucius says little about profit. This is correcl The first four words make up
one sentence. Ming and Jen are frequently mentioned by Confucius. This interpretation
refers to the best possible behavior.

these are things with a¡e

is followed by Bodde above.

- f,tJ means "to reach the material". During Ch'un Ch'iu time f,{ meant "one's
own profit". In the Book of Changesff was used to interpret f,tJ. nncienUy f,tJ
equat€d Ê8. m" meaning of the passage is that Confucius spoke little about profit in
connection with fate and Goodness.
- The use of I
to mean "scarcely" is late, appearing only after the Han dynasty.
Here it meÍms ffi hsien, ûo manifest, to display, evident, to seem, to appear. The
pass¡rge would be "Confucius cleady spoke about profit, fate and Goodness." Ch'eng
elucidaæs the phonetic reåsons for this by examples from several texts.
- Confucius did not regard himself as Jen. Confucius himself did not want to speak
about these, unless he was asked by the disciples.sæ
ln addition to these, Ch'eng Ta Ch'i explains that yú app€ars both as a conjunctive,
question particle and also as a verb. [n the Analects yü appears as a verb in the

É1ãæZ r å T,ãlãlÊZ

"Associate
followingpassages: AN. 19:3
with those who can advamage you. Put away from you those who cannoldo so." Here
and means'to draw neat'. t#aley translates "Go with those with
fåf is opposiæ to
whom it is proper to go; Keep at a distance those whom it is proper to keep at a
distance." The second case is AN. 1l:25
"I give my approval to
Ft *Å
gt Z'. El Ft IEN
Tien." Here yù means'to agree'. The thi¡d passage is AN. 18:6,
"It is impossible to associate u¡ith birds and beasts, as if they were the same

"

fp

t o

ã

ãf r

E

with us." Here yíi means'to be in the same flock'.
According to Ch'eng Ta Ch'i, if yü is regarded as a verb in AN. 9:1, this is
consislent with the tlree cases mentioned above. The attitude of Confucius towards
to BoDDE 1933, pp. 347-351.
t'L.AUFER 1934,p.83.
L¡ufer refcrs to the usages of yú in the GaÞle,otz'grammrr and says: "Shi is
right oaly in the oe point thrr yr ia this passege hes thc ñmctim of ¡ verb, but there is no reasoo for
identi$ing it with Èf hù, es there is no other exaryle known where frf would represcot P{." S""
GABEI.ENTZ 1953, pp. 299-3U. See ¡lso DOBSON
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p.489492.
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Goodness and fate on one side and towards profit from the other side is very diffe¡ent,
almost opposite. Confucius disregards profit, but regards fate as important and Goodness
as the most important. AN.9:l may be divided into two sentences. The first sentence

+ + Ë flj ç
ô Hl'f= .,

would be
"The Master did not speak greatly about profir," and the
second Ft
"but depended on fare and depended on Goodness." This
interpretation is not in conflict with Confucius's thinking.sar
The advantage of ch'en's interpretation is that he takes the meaning of yü from the
Analects and not from other literature.
Confucius's attitude towa¡ds profit was that it was not important for him. Fate can
be regarded as important for Confucius and Goodness is the most important thing of all
for him. The passage presumably includes this gradation of Confucius's attitudes towards

profit, fate and Goodness.

Bolø

sets out various different interpretâtions

of the passage and includes also the
comparatively recent interpretation by Malmqvist, who maintains that in this sentence
the fi¡st occurrence of yü is a conjunction and the second occurrenoe means'ûo compare
with'. The translation then becomes: "The Master spoke more rarely of profit and (first
yù) human destiny than (second yü) of humanity;" showing a good linguistic insrinct
and understanding, Boltz c¡iticizes this and says that taking yu in two different senses
in a single line of no more than eight characters is intuitively not especially satisfying,
and moreover we still have the first yü translated as'and', where Classical Chinese
syntax does not call for any word at all.

Boltz himself follows william Hung, who "explains the yü as meaning not simply
'and', but'together with', and suggests the line is concerned not with three separate
things, but only two: li 'profrt' IN CONNECTION Wm{ ming'faûe', and li IN
coNNEcTIoN WITI{ jen." According to Boltz yú here means 'together with', or'in
conjunction with, linked up with'. Thus the sentence means that Confucius rarely
linked profit either to fate or to Goodness. Boltz discusses this solution methodically
and comes to the conclusion that the textual and etymological facts support this
translation.sa2 This interpretation of Boltz's follows one of the interpretations by the
older commentators given by Cheng Shu-te above.

8. Early Confucian Jen and Jen

in Shu Ching

In shu ching Jen is needed by a king when his ability to perform his task in Heaven
after this life on ea¡th is measured alongside that of the other kings already in Heaven.
to'CHEN

*'BOLÍZ
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well.
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It

is Jen which provides the king

with his competence to serve the spirits in Heaven.

If

Jen expresses the ha¡monious relation of the king to the universe, such a feature seems

to be useful in Heaven, too, and indeed especially there. This important Confucian
conc€pt of Jen was not of great importance in Shu ching. It is not particularly evident in
Chou thought either. In Shu it has a transcendental dimension, because it concerns the
king's qualities in Heaven.sa3
This single appearance ofJen in Shu Ching does not provide a sufficient basis for
comparison with the Analects. However, it can be said that in the Analects, Jen does
not have a transcendental overtone. In the Analects it is connecûed purely with ethics
and with behavior of the Gentleman and through this with politics, or the ruling of the
country. Although it does not relate conceptually to the terminology in Shu Ching its
philosophical contents may be compared with the Chou ideology, which is clearly
is the most
apparent in Shu Ching. In this ideology the concept of Te

ffi

sophisticaæd of the ethical conc€pts.
In Shu Ching the concept of Te coincides with the concept of Jen in the Confucian
Analects in the following tvays:

-Both work as a uniting element in the empire, or the cohesive power of the society.
-Both a¡e used in governing.
-Both ethical qualities are to disseminaæd everywhere and transmitæd to the people.
-The ruler, nobility and common people appeaf Írs agents in both. In shu ching Te
belonged to the king, and to his ministers and officials and also to the common people.
The widening of Jen to apply also to the common people has above been regarded as a
"revolutionary step in the history of Chinese ethics." This applies only to the concept
Jen, but not to ethics generally.

-Shu Ching includes a consideration of the issue of faults when speaking about old
kings and the Te of the people. This question appeãs in the Analects also, but as

overworking Jen.
-The idea of antiquity

in bottr. In Shu Ching this idea is more elaboraæ than
in the Analects. The latter mentions the "three Good men of Yin" and the brothers Po I
and Shu Ch'i, describing their loyalty and ability to adapt themselves to the new
historical situation. In the Analects Jen also represents the continuity of the ideal past.
The richer retrospective element of Te in Shu Ching is divided inûo several topics:
aprp€ârs

filiality, the initiative dynamic of the universe,

a harmonizing element, a legal @ncept

and a co,ncept which includes criticism.

-Bottr include a discussiøl of practical skills as inferiø b the ideal ethicål principle-In the Analects the Gentleman is a good example to his inferiors; he inciæs the
people to Jen, the ruler who submits !o Li causes everyone !o respond to his Jen. In
Shu Ching the "small poople" imiaæ the virtt¡ous king.
-Both consider the issue of material wealth. Shu Ching seems to be more flexible in
Te, in that it allows the connotation of people acquiring wealth. According to the
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Confucian Jen, wealth can be accepted only in certain circumstrnces.
-The instrumental usage of Te in Shu Ching is quiæ clear; it was used in putting the
universe in order and in governing. The instrumental usage of Jen in securing the

power of the ruler in the Analects is mentioned, but it is uncerain whether this is an
original Confucian idea. It may be a reflection of a traditional understanding of ethics,
which is represented by Te in Shu Ching.
The following main themes of Te in Shu Ching axe not emphasized in Jen of the
C-onfucian AnalecÍs:

-Te connectod with Heaven, riæs and offerings.
-Te and punishments.
-The quantitative Te. However, Te in the Analects includes this issue.
-Making Virtue bright, the cultivation of Tê. The Analects emphasizes the learning

of

Jen.

-Not drinking wine.
The following issues in Jen in the Analects are mainly new compared with Te in Shu

Ching:
In the ethical agents of Jør:

- A qpecified person seldom appears as an agent ofJen.
- A person's (Confucius's) own attitude towards Jen.
- Jen as aburden
In the identification with othen concepts:
- The relationships with other concepts are more highly developed in the Analects;
the relationships to Li, inner qualities, speaking, lovg wisdom.
In the inclusive and exclusive Jen:
- The lists ofcha¡acteristics, courage, but a brave mar¡ is not n€cessarily Good, the
Good stay still, secure. The faults are more sophisticated than in Shu ching: allowed
defect poor talker, cha¡acteristics ofthe faults.
-The whole idea of

þorance about whether someone is Jen or noL

In the attitude towa¡ds Jen:
-The great value accorded o it, as more impo:rtant than life. Shu Ctring expresses the
value of Te by the ærm "bright virtue" and "great virtue", but the Analects express this
value very much clea¡er.

In the implications ofJen;
- The aesthetic characteristics oflen.
- The psychological issues: emotional satisfaction gained from Jen, liking and

disliking.

15l

In obtaining Jen:
- The whole issr¡e of learning and education, altbough some small idea of it can be
discerned in Shu Ching.
-The difficulties in getting the virn¡e.
In Jen in practice:
- "The Golden rule" in both its positive and negative senses, the dilemma situation
which requires one to choose between two altematives which both have a bad outcome.

9. Early Confucian Jen and Jen in Shih Ching
In Shih Ching Jen is an attribute of the ideal man. "It seems safest ûo supPose that in
Shih Ching it refers to the ethical qualities of a man instead of his outer aPpearance
merely, although presumably it can also convey ovefiones relating outer aPpeafance as
well. The meaning may well have been quite wide without any need for a stict definition
one way or the other." Shih Ching includes ar¡ aesthetic value in Jen.5aa
Confucius's Jen resembles this in the fact that it is an ethical quality of an ideal man.
However, Confucius does not attach to it any atfibutes ahut outward appeararrces, but
he does have an aesthetic value as an implication which follows from Jen. Compared

with Jen in Shih Ching, Jen in Confucius is almost a totally Confucian innovation.
More light may be thrown on this matter if Jen is compared q¡ith other ethical terms in
Shih Ching.
Although Te of Shih Ching is an entirely different concept frrom Jen in the Analocts,
it nevertheless has some ideas in common with the latter. Confucius emphasizes loyalty
and suffering connected with Jen. Suffering appears even more clearly in Shih Ching
where the innocent have to suffer the heavenly severity. One has to be loyal to the bad
officials, the "nocuous insects." The heavenly severity does not appear in the oldest
sections of Shih Ching. Confi¡cius mentions the ancient ideal heroes, as does Shih

Ching.
The main points which Confucian Jen and Te in Shih Ching have in common a¡e as

follows:

fF

and the Analects
- Both have the idea of reciprocity, where Shih mentions Pao
the "golden ruIe".
- Both regard it as being important to perform the services to or¡e's deceased parents
and take this as an obligation to retum services to the pafents.
- Both include filiality. In Shih this relation is more collocative, whereas in the

Analects this is included more strictly in Jen.
- In Shih Ching Te is used ùo promote kingly authority over the people. The virtuous
ruler is a pattÊrn and model for the people. In the Analects Jen also serves political

affain;

the Gentleman is a good example to his inferiors.
c¿¡ses even common pæple can be the agent-

- In both

* NIKKni
Wao-li

1974,

p. l9?. Soe ¡lso TAKEUCHT 1965, pp. 6047,71:t2. CHU Hsi 1972, p.33' CHÜ
p.57. CHEN Hnqn l!lJ, p. 254.
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- Both have the idea of disseminating the ethical quality. In Shih Ching the king
spreads Te, in the Analects the gentleman encourages the common people to Jen.

- In both the ethical quality is a uniting element of the empire.
- Of the legendary heroes, Confucius regards Jen as a virtue of Po I and Shu Ch'i
because they were loyal to the wicked Yin-ruler and were ready to be loyal to the new
regime. In Shih Ching Te is regarded as a virtue of Wen tWang as a condition for

ñ ft

obtaining the Heavenly mandate Tien rning
Confucius does not relate Jen to the
heavenly mandate of the king.
- In Shih Ching "A proper virtue is really difñcult to attain. Only Chung Shan-fu can
help the king, the Son of Heaven, to be virtuous." In Shih Ching Heaven also causes
difficulties. Confucius also saw clearly the difficulties in obaining Jen and spoke about
Jen as a burden. The obaining of Te in Shih Ching is dealt with ver-v briefly, whereas
Confucius elaborates the ideas of obtaining Jen. Obtaining Te in Shih Ching is a kind
of transcendental movement from Chung Shan-fu ûo the present king without reference
to learning and other difñculties.

-The aesthetic implication, which follows from Jen in the Analects. The aesthetic
value is included in Jen in Shih Ching and in the term "beautiful virtue".
Shih Ching has Te in the following contexts, in which the Confucian Jen does not
appear: Heavøly mandate, outward Hravior, nnn-woman relationship, woman's virtue.
The following issues are in the Analects but not in Shih Ching:
Those marked with an asærisk * do not appear in Shu Ching either.

In the ethical agents of Jen:

+A specified person seldom appears as an agent of Jen.
*A pe:r'son's (Confucius's own) attitude towards Jen.
In the identification with otherconcepts:
*The relationships with other concepts are morìe highly developed in the Analects,
the relationships to Li, inner qualities, speaking, love, wisdom.
In the inclusive and exclusive Jen:
*Lists of characteristics, The faults. Shih Ching mentions sonrc characteristics,
outwa¡d deporment, military skill. Connected with rilen lilang Shih Ching mentions
obedience ùo the ancestors, taking ce¡e of the people, being energetic, eåger ûo acquire
ideas from others.

*The whole idea of
þorance about whether someone is Jen or not.
In ttre attitude towards Jen:

* High estæm of Jen as an ultimaæ valug being even more imputant than life iæelf.
Shih Ching expresses the value of Te by the terms "bright virtue", "good virtue",
"beautiñil virtue". The Analects express this value accorded ûo Jen as greater and
decisively clearer. Jen has also been used as an instn¡ment, as Te hâs in Shih Ching.
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In the implications of Jen:
-The difficulties in Jen, Jen as a burden.
+Thepsychological issues: emotional satisfaction gained from Jen,liking

ud disliking

other people. Many songs describe feelings.
In obtaining Jen:
*The whole issue of learning and education
In Jen in practice:

*"The Golden rule" in both its positive and negative

senses, the dilemma which

requires one to choose be¡veen two alternatives which both have a bad outcome.

What the above shows is that concepnr,ally the Confucian Jen was a total innovation.
Before Confuciug Jen was a very little used concept, and was more or less obscure.so5
Confucius adopted it as a central concept of his thinking.
The number of simila¡ities between Jen in the Analects and Te in Shu Ching and
Shih Ching and their quality shows that they cannot be totally incidental. Howorer, it is
clear that Confucius did not simply take some cha¡acteristics in Te of Shu Ching and
Shih Ching and construct his Jen. He rather attended to the general conception ofethics
It is useful, in addition to the summary
of Confucian Jen above, to see what kind of set of ideas his innovations of Jen a¡e.
These a¡e those marked with and asterisk * in the list above.
used among people and in sen¡ing the country.

10. The Confucian Innovations of Jen
After comparing Confucian Jen with Te in the traditions of Shu Ching and Shih Ching,
we can see they have many points in common. It seems that during Confucius's time
there was a fairly wide area of agreement within the society concerning virtue and
ethics. This can be seen especially in the concept Te in Shu Ching and Shih Ching.
C.onfucius's Jen grows from this common ground. As a concept it is an innovation.
Because of this one is easily misled into believing that Confucius was more of an
innovator in the field of ethics than he was in fact. And, in the present work only Shu
Ching and Shih Ching represent the older traditions. If one were to include more
ltourcies in ttre study, one could possibly find even more similarities. Another factor
which may misleadus isthatthe literatr¡reon ancient mual thinking in Chinaconoeritrates
primarily on Confucius and largely ignores the ettrical thinking before him. Confucius's
thinking was more cultivated than the thinking in Shu Ching and Shih Ching. This bias

s

¡¡s¡¡6, rh¡rk" th¡r Cooñrci¡s dÊrivêd the beginniûgs of his doctri¡e of Jeo from tbp Yin gov€mræût,
beceu¡e æoording ûo ttsi¡o lrc 'discove¡ed ia Îùe lenicnt and siople govemmÊnt of the Yi¡, tbe
instih¡tes of Chou" Hsiao
principle of beaovoleoce and love, u,b¡ch hÊ combi¡od with the rites
also seys 'Since Confucius w¡s a Yi¡ deæeodant end ñ¡rtùeroae w¡s 'devotÞd to entiquity aod diligfnt
in his study of it' AN- 7:19, he m¡et of oece¡sity heve been pr,ofuirodly anrr,e of tte tr¡dition¡l view
tùet tbe Yin gover¡meot h¡d boeo leoient aod oagneninars.' HSIAO 1979,p.106,107. This oey be
the coee. Howrrer, this prroof is not very convincing. It is h¡rd to p'tuve ôe opidon rigbt or *rug.

d
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in the literature is the re:ßon why it is easier to find "first important ethical notions" in
the Confucian Analects than in Shu Ching and Shih Ching. The literature shows such
notions in the Analects but not in Shu Ching and Shih Ching, although they might be
there as well. One example of this is the fact that the ideal ethical quality belongs to the
common people already before the Confucian Analects as was argued above.
Another source of misjudgment could be that the similarities between the Analects
and Shu Ching and Shih Ching are just later Confucian reflections in these sources
which were made by the editors. If this had been the case. surely the editors would
have made terminological similarities as well. but this is not the case. There is a great

terminological difference between Jen in Shu Ching and Shih Ching on the one hand,
and in the Analects on the other, because Jen appears very seldom in the former and
very often in latter. Confucius took a new term, but filled it to a large part with old
contents.

The list above shows that Confucian innovation in Jen is not simply a matter of
gaining a new emphasis to an old concept, but that he made genuine new changes in the
concept. In the agents of Jen, Confucius several times claimed to be ignorant as to
whether someone could be called Jen or not. This attitude of ignorance was entirely
new. In the older ideological thinking, questions always have an enswer. Questions
which it was not possible to answer, were not asked. Confucius removed this barrier of
not asking unsuitable questions. Any question can be asked, and ignorance has to be
admitted. This method does not look very advanced. but if we see it against its
background, it is important. It allowed thoughts to travel in new directions and thus
encouraged the development ofrational independent thinking to acquire new knowledge.

In the i&ntification with other concepts, the Analects attempts a simple definition of
Jen by using the help ofother concepts than Jen itself. Because Confucius had adopted
a new concept, this became necessary: it was necessary to define how Jen related to
other concepts which were generally known during that time.
Confucius's definitions are often pragmatic. He says what a person who is Jen,

l¡ve your fellow men. Do not do others what you would not like
yourself. Other types of definitions a¡e to be found in the inclusive and exclusive Jen.
These definitions are lists of cha¡acteristics. which represent sets of moral qualities
included in Jen. This thinking in sets approach logical thinhng. However, the lists of
different characteristics could be laær additions, a later method of presentation which
does or does not do:

was applied by the editors. One indication of this may be the fact that they appear in the

latter parts of the Analects. This does not, however, detract from the fact that the
Analects shows a development in ethical thinking. The sentence "A good man will
certainly also possess courage but a brave man is not necessarily Gmd." shows a
development towards logical thinking. Moreover, this sentence appears in the latter
pars of the Analects.
In the traditions of Shu Ching and Shih Ching ethics was almost purely instmmental,
mainly used fu administering the state. Confucius elevated ethics frrom this insrumental
usage. Although he \ilas aware that Jen could be used as an instrument, he made it inûo
an ultimate value in itself. Confucius valued Jen extremely highly, and not even the
value of life could overcome it. He made his Jen a human value obainabte by humarí
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effort and possible to be understood by rational activity. He advocated this without
overtly opposing the previous ultimate value, Heaven and Heaven's will, but simply by
not saying much about Heaven. Confucius rationalized and humanized ethics. He also
took the ideological aspects out of ethics and studied ethics as a subject in its own right.
This can be seen very well in the concept Jen, but less well in Te in the Analects.
Although the psychological issues a¡e connected with ethics for the first time, many
songs in Shih Ching describe feelings. Confucius brought questions about emotions,
such as antipathies, sympathies, satisfaction, and even aesthetics, into the realm
ethics. Here Confucius comes close to the hedonistic point of view to some extent.

of

An important Confucian innovation connected with ethics is learning and education.
In learning the social environment is important, including the personal will to become
an agent of Jen. Confucius does not represent a ready-made, closed system of thought,
rather he is an advocate ofa dynamic process ofthinking. This appears very clearly in
his ideas on how

o

obtain Jen.

In Jen in practice the "Golden rule" is a Confucian innovation. The "Golden rule" to
some extent arises from the background of repaying which is clearly expressed in Shih

Ching. Also, the dilemma situation, where one needs to make a choice, is entirely new.
It is totally new that Confucius replies to a question which poses a rational problem.
According to the "Golden rule" one should save the good man in the well, but the
helper would perish himself and could really not help. If Confucius had been an
ideologist, this ¡peof critical question would havebeen unacceptable.

ll.

A Comparison with Lao Tzu's Concept of

Jen

There are very few occrrrenoes of Jen in Tao Te Ching. The first of them is: "Heaven
and treat the myriad creatures as straw dogs;
and earth are ruthless, not Jen,fr
the sage is ruthless, not Jen, and treats the people as straw dogs." I-au says that the
sfaw dogs were treated wiúr the greaæst deference before they were used as an offering,
only to be disca¡ded and trampled upon as soon eri they had served their purpose. The
criticism against Confucianism here is that, from [¿o Tzu's point of view, the kind

þ

people, who are ten, must have an action. tilang Pi explains:
"Heaveo and earth follop n¡ture. Without action or cre¡tion, all tùiaç rule each other by themselves.
Therefore they are without kindness. Kiad¡ess cr€etes, upholds, edministers, and changes, with grace
end ection. Created, upheld, adminisered, md cbanged, things will lose their true mture. rüith grace
aod actioa, things cease to co-exist. If things c€ase to co-exist, then thcre is not enough to suPport
tùem a¡t. The ea¡th does not grorr stÞu, for the beasæ, but the be¡sts eat the stsew. (fhe hcaven) does
oot p,¡oduce dogs for m¡n, but ntan eats the dog. In¡ction in regards to rll things m€¡ris to let them do
as they sbor¡Id. Tt€û they will be self-sufñcient. If me h¡s to ¡¡se wisdom, it will not wo¡t."

Schwartz explains this further:
'lleaveo a¡d earth do not coooera themselves witù the we¡l or woe of individuel hum¡¡s or ofothcr
6€atur€s. One indæd û¡y sry th¡t l¡o'ta¡'s a¡tr¡re is a¡ order th¡t nms spontmeously ¡nd without
dcliberrte plmning or preooditrtion... The T¡oist sege (here the sege ruler) somehow e6þ{i6 sithin
himself the pover (tc) of fu ræ is heæ depictod es ¡ ruler who does oot delibererely concera himself io b,nsybody fr¡bion - with tte individr¡¡l frles of bis zubjectr. In bue ooeoomphic ftshio tbe s¡ge
is him¡elf 'modellod' on the mystery of the ø. He is not inteotionally þood'. Hc siryly makes it
poesible for thc apontaneous w-wei lotw of ¡b tæ ûo u¡ort their wry in hunrrn ¡ñirs. He hinself
s6es the huû¡¡ wodd ûro¡n the poùt of view of fu. tø.Heømrry.es the obet¡cles to the froe opøetiotr
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of the

¡¿o-

"5s

In Confucian thinking a sage is

Jen5a7 and must have the action. From l¿o Tzu's
point of view Jen is not a cha¡acteristic which one should cultivate, whereas according
to Confucianism it is highly recommendable, even necessa4/ for the sage.
We can see a different view of Jen in I¿o Tzu's thinking in the following: "In a

home it is the site that matærs; In quality of mind it is depth that matters; In an ally it is
benevolence, Jen, that matters; In speech it is good faith that matters; In government it

is order that matters; In affairs it is ability that matters; In action it is timeliness that
matters." If taken conceptually,I-aoTzu values Jen here, which is not consistent with
his views as we have seen them above. Here however one can see some agreement
with Confucianism. Creel harmonizes [¿o Tzu's attitude: "[¿o Tse's program for
'doing nothing'is an exacting one. one must have few interests and few desires; he
must shun luxury; he must be guided by charity, simplicity, humility; he must be
equally benevolent ûo the good and to the bad, and must tn¡st the insincere as implicitly
as he tn¡sts those who have proved faithful." 5o6
The following passage reflects the genuine attitude of L¡o Tzu towards Jen, which is
critical: "\Mhen the great way falls into disuse There a¡e benevolence, Jen, and rectitude,

Yi." This negative attitude towards Jen and Yi is repeated in the following statement:
"Þrærminate benevolence, Jen, and rectitude, Yi, And the people will again be filial."5ae
In the gradation of virtues, Jen as a matter of fact has quite a high position, although

it is not valued: when the way, Tao, and virtue, Te, were lost, there was benevolence,
Jen. After this in the scale come rectitude, Yi, and rites, Li. This shows that from lao
Tzu's point of view, Jen is the highest confucian virtue, but it is below Tao and re. tt
mey even be that in I¡o Tzu's opinion, the Confucian virtues refer rather to the lowest
virtue, which means to act and still to leave things undone.ss
The above shows that Jen is by no means a key term in Tao Te ching. The materiars
show that the author of Tao Te Ching was well aware of this Confucian concept and
had a definiæ anitude towa¡ds ir It is noteworthy that I¿o Tzu ranks Jen as the highest
virtue of Confucianism below Taoist concepts. This shows that the Confucian virtues
were known in Taoism, which did not concentrate on criticizing Confucian Jen, but
only mentioned it some times and took up a definite critical stand towards it. The one
c¿se in Tao Te Ching which can reflect some Confucian attitude in connection with Jen,
may be present due to text deterioration. Another possibility of inæ¡preation would be
that Tao Te Ching has several authors and several traditions, which oould be possible
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if there is only one author, as discussed in the introduction. The Confr¡cian
attitude in this case would only reflect some tradition in Tao Te Ching which is closer to
Confucianism than the main Tao Te Ching tradition.
even

12.

A Comparison with Mo Tzu's Concept of Jen

Jen appears in Mo Tzu's writings quite ofæn. A chapter "On the Necessity of Standards"

is a summa¡y of the main themes on "Universal l,ove" and "Will of Heaven". The
chapær has 9 occurrences of Jen, the main idea being a contradiction of the requirement
that one should follow or imitate one's parents, teacher and the ruler. The contradiction

if

those whom one should follow â¡e not Jen, then how could one be Jen and
still follow them? Mo Tzu solves this contradiction by stating that neither the parents
nor the æacher nor the ruler should be accepted as the standard in government" but

comes

following Heaven is the standard !o be recommended-s5t
Mo Tzu connects Jen with his favorite doctrines. He regards the exaltation of the
virtuous as a necessary measure or precondition, if the ruler wants tO proPagate
Goodness.5s?

Jen is connected with the doctrine of universal love in the following way: "The
purpose of the Good lies in procuring benefits for the world and eliminaring its calamities".
In saying this Mo Tzu clothes Jen into a utilita¡ian garmenL Universal love
be Jen and Yi and it cæ be realized through the historical argumentation, which Mo Tzu
emphasizes in this contexl This reflects the Mohist pragmatism as well. Hu says about
this pragmatism: 'Moh Tih's main position is this: that the meaning of every institution
lies in what it is good for, and that the meaning of every conception of belief or policy
lies in what kind of conduct or cha¡acter it is fitted to produce." The main motive of Jen
according ûo Mo Tzu then is that it positively produoes benefits for the world and is also
a føce which eliminates the calamities of the wuld by preventing them.553

ffi É.*y

In his idea of eliminating the calamities Mo Tzu relates Jen to his doctrine of
condemning the offensive war. Although Mo Tzu has been regarded as a pacifist, there
are instances in which he himself went to the defence of small states which were being
unjustly attacked. He saw how constant warfare impoverished the common people
whom he loved and brought catamity to the whole land, which he believed to be an
expression ofthe anger ofHeaven.

55n

tt' Mo rzu pp. 13,14.

tt'Mowv p.53i4.
'5', MO TZ1J p. 87 ,889226.

See GEISSER 1947 , p.44,45. SIÖHOLM 1982, p- 87,104. CHOU
ch,ang-yao t977,pp.51{5. HU, Shih 1968, p. ó5. Hu uses the following quotation fiom Mo Ta¡ to
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That which c&ûot elevate conduct should not be p€rpeh¡ated. To perpetuate anything th¡t cannot
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The sufferings caused by war to the people are not Jen, inhumane. Mo Tzu regards
the condemnation ofoffensive wa¡ as the necessary precondition ofJen and also refers

to the old sage-kings as good examples from history in this

respert.555 However,

arguments based on examples form history have also a negative side, namely, that the
wicked old kings were not Jen because they hated and oppressed the people and

incurred punishment from Heaven.s5ó
In the doctrine that funerals should be simple Jen is used in the fotlowing way: The
ruler who is Jen takes care of the people like a filial son takes c¿¡e of his parents. The
ruler enriches the empire and puts everything in
to Mo Tzu's conception

order,

of history, when the sage kings of the Three Dynasties had

passed away, two grcups
of gøtlemen were formed. One group rqarded elaborate funerals and extended mor¡rning
as Jen, whereas the other group regarded these as notJen. Both groups condemned

each other and both regarded themselves as being the followers of the sage-kings. Mo
Tzu maintains that in fact, anciently the funerals were relatively simple, and they should
be kept as such and people's wealth should not be wasted because of funerals. Mo Tzu
is often, as h€re, very much concerned for the basic needs of the people, such as food,
clothing and shelær. Mo Tzu concludes: "If the gentlemen of the world really \ilant to
practice righteousness, Yi, and magnanimity, Jen, and to seek to be superior men,
desiring to atain the way, Tao, of the sage-kings on the one hand and to procure
blessings for the people on the other, they cannot afford to neglect the principle of
Simplicity in Funeral in government." Here too the Mohist utilitarian attitude is clearly
to be seen. Schwa¡tz cha¡acterizes this utilita¡ism:

"All the virn¡es are, i¡ effect, outer-oriented dispositions qiented toward achieving results i¡t the
world but there' a¡rd never, as Graham points out, 'directd toward the zubjective side of experieoce.'
This does not mean th¿t there is no affective side ofexperieoce or th¿l foelings do not affect üe world,
but the Confuci¡n focus on the in¡er - the entire brooding on purity of motivetioo - is a useless
diversiø ûom the overuÀelsing tâsk. Mo-ta here seem to sha¡e the pathos of botù the modera redic,å¡
a¡d tbe modem toch¡oc¡at.'s

Mo Tzu links Jen to his doctrine about the

will

of Heaven, too, and says that the

will of Heaven is the origin of Jen and Yi. In this connection Jen also includes a
meaning of ethical duty. Heaven loves the whole world and everything is prepared for
the good of man "Even the tip of hairs is the work of Heaven". ln this sin¡ation Mo Tzu

says: "Yet there is no service

in return. And they do not even know this to

be

unmagnanimous and unfortunate." This is not Jen, just as if the son does not return any
love to his father after growing up, that is notJen either. 5s

Mo Tzu, although he understands the aesthetic values, does notadvocate music, for
example. It wastes the time and energy of the people, yet creat€s nothing tengible. And
so, mainly on these grounds, Mo Tzu was of the opinion that those who are Jen will
not practice music. In the chapter on Esteem of Righæousness the Mohist Jen does not
include feelings, but prefers a kind of apathy: "Pleasure, anger, joy, sorrow love (and
hate) are to be removed and magnanimity, Jen, and righæousness, yi, are to replace

'* Mo Tzu pp.98p9,il6.
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them."t"
Mo Tzu condemns the fatalists as being not Jen, because on the basis of their
doctrine the people are kept away from their work. When this doctrine is followed
everything is at a søndstill in a stalemate situation; nothing can be changed because fate
5óo
has ordered the status quo,
Although the chapter on "Anti Confucianism" is from a l¡ater date, it may be worthwhile
examining some of its ideas conceming Jen. According to the view in this chapter, the
Confucianists were old fashioned and conservative, making conservatism a virtue.
Mohism wants to reject this as a virtue noting that the so-called ancient speech and
dress were all modem once. When the ancients used that speech and wore that dress,
they would not be superior men, accordrng to the Confucianist view, because they were
modern. Then it is asked: "Do you therefore mean to say that one has to wea¡ the d¡ess
ofthe non-superior man and speak the speech ofthe non-superior rrutn before he can be
Jen?"561

This criticism against Confucianism can be understood, because the Analects describes
the outward appeaxance of the superior man and gives detailed rules how he is supposed
to behave in certain everyday situations. However, Jen in itself is not a manifestation of

ouhvard modes ofbehavior, speech and clothing. In this respect the criticism does not
hit its target. The criticism does show however that the early Confucians gave the
impression that the outer old fashioned speoch, clothing and outwa¡d behavior were
marers of p'rimary concern. It also shows that in their p'ractice the Confucianists deviated
from the ideals which were laid down by their Master.
The Mohists cnlcize the Confucianist conservative attitude, maintaining that the
Confucianists says: "The superior man conforms to the old but does not make

innovations." The Mohist criticism is that some of those old personages which a¡e
5ó2
followed by Confucianists, wetre in fact innovaûors.
According to the Confucianist view, in Mohist opinion, "When the superior man is
vicûorious he does not pursue the fleeing enemy. liÍben the enemy is kept at bay he
does not shool \ilhen the enemy retreat he will help them pushing thefu cafts." Mohism

will lead to the situation where "The wicked men will thus be set ftee and
the curse of the world will not yet be removed. This is to harm the parents of the
notes that this

multitudes and greatly ûo ruin the world. Nothing can be more unrighteous."ffi
In the Mohist interpretation, the Confucianist official is a kind of humble, obedient
sewant "Again the Confucianist says: The superior man is like a bell. It will sound
when it is struck. It will remain silent when it is not struck." The Mohist re,ply is that
the Good man in serving his superior should be loyal, and in serving his parents should
be filial. However, in Mohist opinion a minister strould warn his masts about a danger
anen though he has not beeri asked In this Mohism advocates a more active mode of

Mo TaJ p. 175, GREEL 1975,p9-72P4.
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administration and not the idea of retiring.
Mohism also offers a severe criticism of the Confucian way of administering the
country. In Mohist opinion, Confucius acted in a destructive way:
"Now, this man Co¡fucius with elaborate plans conspired with the rebels a¡d with devious plots
committed depravity. To perzuade the subordinates to plot against their superior and tell the minters to
assassinate their lord is not the conduct of a virtr¡ous man. To erte¡ a country and join with its traitors
is not akin to the rigbteous. To urge those who are known to be disloyal to revolt d<æs not fit the way
of the magnanimous, Jen-'

This criticism is basod on distorted historical facts and deliberately tries to misunderstand
the Confucian view.

5ó5

Confucius discusses Jen on a more personal level than Mohist writings do. Mo Tzu
or persons close to him are Jen, as Confucius
does. Both Confucius and Mo Tzu make reference to old legendary persons. Mo Tzu's
intention is to criticize the Confucian view and to reveal the contradictions which in his
does not consider whether he himself

opinion underlay the Confucian principles of Jen. Mo Tzu regards Jen as originally
from Heaven, whereas Confucius does not pay attention to the transcendental beings or
phenomena in connection with Jen. Confucius's Jen is an inclusive virtue, whereas the
Mohist Jen is just one concept which itself is included in the favorite Mohist doctrines
as a necessaÐ/ component. The Confucian view of the importance of and the influence
to social contåcts in connection with Jen is not discussed by Mo Tzu. In obtaining Jen,
beside social contacts, Confucius regards learning as important, whereas Mo Tzu passes
the issue by. Both Confucius and Mo Tzu regard the old legendary kings as important

in its criticism against
to the old ideals does not need b meån a stalemate

good example for Jen. However, Mo Tzu, or Mohism,

Confucianism str€sses that adherence
conserrratism. The old kings were innovators in their time, and not advocates of

stiff

consen¿atism.

Mohism represent a kind of "opposite" party, which sometimes does not try to
understand the Confucian position, but rather

o

misinterpret it. However, the Confucian

idealism included in Jen may over time have changed to some outer rituals without
inner content, a situation which would not have been supported by Confucius. This
may have been the origin of Mohist criticism, especially some time later wheri the less
reliable chapters of the Mohist writings were composed.
It is also notervorthy that Mo Tzu does not reject the concept of Jen in itself as a
Conñ¡cian poison to be opposed Mo Tzu accepts the term and gives to it a meaning
which fits in with Mohist doctrines.
In addition to the conceptual comparison of Mohist and Confucian Jen, it is useful ûo
throw some light on how the Mohist doctrine of Universal l,ove and the Confucian Jen
relaæ to each other.

Geisser points out that,

in his doctrine of the universal love, Mo Tzu used an

argument based in history, stressing that the ancient rulers had this love. Secondly he
had apragmatic-utiliarian argument which refers to the practicability and usefulness of
his doctine. Thirdly, he had the "metaphysical" argument sæssing the loving Heaven
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who also requires love from men.'* These typical Mohist arguments are absent from
the Confucian Jen, of course.
Creel sees a great deat similarity in both doctrines. He says that the differences
between the doctrines of love in Confucius and Mo Tzu are difficult to detect, "unless

one ooncern himself with very nice shades of emphasis indeed." Both have the same
motive: desire to promote social cooperation and to reduce friction and wa¡ within the
Chinese world. Creel says:
"Tbe formula for Mo Tzu's pragmatism ran somewhat as follows: The doctrines and practises of the
ancient sage-kings were a perfect erpression of the will of Heaven. The will of Heaven is that the
people sball be pea.ceñrl, prosperous, and happy. Therefore, if (as is often the case) the docbines æd
pra.ctices of the ancient sage-kings are in some doubt, it is only necessâry to find out what will make
the people peaceñrl, prosperous, and happy in order to rÊcover the ways of the ancient sage-kings in
their pristine purity.'

However, Mo Tzu was a traditionalist, believing in the perfection of the sage-kings.
He did not, however, appeal to the same traditions as Confucians did, for example he
did not approve the three year mourning period He followed an antiquity even more
remote than the Confucianists did. The practical conclusions drawn from this antiquity

were different than those of Confucianists and so the enmity between them was
aprparent.567

Graham sees the Mohist doctine of universal love in the following way:
"The Mohists'deepest objection to the aristocratic moral code is that it is divisive, that it requiras the
Beûtlem¡n to put his duties to his family and his lød before the interests of anyone else. The result is
that each family and state is entitled, ¡¡d indeod obliged, to prefer itselfto others aod be drawn i¡to war
with other, a war in which whoever wins or loses the coúmon people are always the suffers. The
Mohist sees that a møality which will not sacrifice him to his social wpøiors has to be one unified
by a single principle ap'plying to all. It is the principle of loving aûother as you love youself...
haviog as much regard for åther and elder brother and for lord as for yourseli.. having as much regard
for younger b,rother aad son and fo,¡ vassal as for yourself... having as mrrch regard for others' faoilies
as fo,r your own... baving as much regard for others' states as for your own'. He calls it chi*
which we cao hanlly avoid tra¡slating as'loving everyone'or'uaiversal love', although this "imay give
the false impression that he is interestêd in the warmth of the sentirneat rather th¡n the equality of the
concern... One has the impression that Mohists were not people with warm sympatþies towards
everyøe, but poople whose personal affections are disciplined by a stem sense ofjustice."o"

* É,

Chan regards the main issue when comparing the Mohist universal love and Confucian

Jen with each other as being, whether in the application of love there should be a
definiæ order, gradation or distinctions. According ûo Chan, in the Confucian view,
there should be a gradation of love so that the application of love varies according to
one's rclationship, and it is only natural that love should start with those nearest.
Another difference is, that Mohism sEesses utility in this context, wh€reas Confirianism
does not.5@

It can also be added that Confucius did not use a metaphysical argumenÇ because
Jen does not have a relation ûo Heaven in Confucius's thoughL Confucius limited Jen
to a speciat arca, whercas Mo Tzu related the universal love to many otherphenomena
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through argumentation and application. It also seems that Confucius's Jen has more
connections with the human mind and inner qualities of human beings, whereas Mo
Tzu's concept of universal love is more limited to practical or pragmatic applications to
be realized in relation with other doctrines. In the argumentation Mo Tzu tries to
introduce a kind of logical method, which is largely left aside by Confrrcius.
Mo Tzu's motive was to criticize Confucianism and to wriæ an apotogy for his own
ideas. During Mo Tzu's time there was a clea¡ system which could be the starting point
and criticized, the system of Confucius. tWhen Confucius sta¡ted to develop his ideas

on the other hand, a similar well articulated system of thought was not available.
However, the Taoist tradition was known, but apparently it was not as well formed as
Confucianism was during eady Mohism. It is also noteworthy, that Mohism does not
criticize Taoism. Mo Tzu talces a stand as if there were no Taoism. It may be that in the
ruling circles Taoism rilas not important but that the Confucian ideas were the centre of
attention during Mo Tzu's time. However, we have seen that Confucius was aware of
the Taoist tradition a¡d that Taoism war¡ aware of the Confucian tadition. Mohism
seems to have an attitude only to Confucianism, and what is more, this attitude is the
strongest of ttlese three schools towards any otier school.
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